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Abstract
This article revisits the debate over the institutional foundations of the efficiency in the
common law by examining the supply-side conditions of the production of common law legal
rules. Previous models of efficiency in the common law, such as those proposed by Paul Rubin
and George Priest, have stressed the “demand” side of the production of common law legal
rules. They have argued that the driving force in the evolution of the common law are the
actions of private litigants that generate a “demand” for the production of legal rules. It has been
argued that these litigation efforts by private parties can explain both the common law’s historic
tendency to produce efficient rules as well as its more recent evolution away from efficiency in
favor of wealth redistribution. This article does not directly challenge the traditional “demand
side” model, but it proposes to supplement the model with a “supply side” model of the
evolution of the common law that examines the institutional incentives and constraints of
common law judges over time. It is argued that the traditional efficiency of the common law
arose in the context of a particular historical institutional setting and that changes in that
institutional framework have made the common law more susceptible to rent-seeking pressures
and thereby undermined its pro-efficiency orientation.
The article first describes the traditional demand-side explanation for the rise and fall of
efficiency in the common law. The article then distinguishes a supply-side model of efficiency in
the common law, examining the historical institutional framework that generated the common
law. It will be argued that the common law evolved in a particular institutional framework that
differed substantially from the modern set of institutional constraints faced by judges and which
render the modern understanding of judicial constraints quite anachronistic. The article argues
that there were certain characteristics of the institutional structure that produced the common
law that tended to encourage the production of efficient common law rules: (1) the doctrine of
"weak precedent" under the common law, (2) the polycentric legal order of the judicial system
in the era in which the common law was formed, and (3) the reliance of the common law on
private ordering, including freedom of contract and custom. The article then explains how
changes in this institutional framework has generated a decline of the efficiency of the common
law and a rise in rent-seeking pressures that has caused the common law's evolutionary path to
deviate in recent decades.
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I.

Introduction

From its inception, an animating insight of the economic analysis of law has been the
observation that the common law process appears to have a strong tendency to produce
efficiency-enhancing legal rules.1 But many recent commentators have also concluded that
recent decades have seen an evolution away from this traditional principle, as the common law
appears to increasingly reflect interest-group pressures that have attenuated this traditional
evolutionary tendency toward efficiency.2 This duality has deepened the dilemma confronting
scholars, requiring an explanation of not only the factors that traditionally drove the common law
toward the production of efficient rules, but also requiring an explanation of why the evolution in
recent years has differed so dramatically from prior eras.3 It was traditionally thought that the
common law process had built into its structure a self-correcting evolution mechanism that led
Lord Mansfield to conclude that over time the common law “works itself pure.” 4 Some leading
scholars continue to adhere to Mansfield’s optimism about the self-correcting nature of the
common law.5 In recent years, however, this process of self-correction seems to have gone
awry, leading to increased concerns about inefficiency in many areas of the common law and
heightened calls for legislative tort reform and restoration of freedom of contract.6
Traditional models of the rise and fall of efficiency in the common law, such as those
proposed by Paul Rubin and George Priest, have stressed the “demand” side of the production
of common law legal rules.7 They have argued that the driving force in the evolution of the
1

See RICHARD A. POSNER, ECONOMIC A NALYSIS OF LAW §2.2, pp. 25-27 (5th ed. 1998).
The literature on the economic inefficiency of modern American tort law, for instance, is now quite
extensive. See, e.g., PETER W. HUBER, LIABILITY: THE LEGAL REVOLUTION AND IT S CONSEQUENCES
(1988); THE LIABILITY M AZE: THE IMPACT OF LIABILITY LAW ON SAFETY AND INNOVATION (Peter W.
Huber and Robert E. Litan eds., 1991); David E. Bernstein, The Breast Implant Fiasco, 87 CALIF. L. REV.457
(1999); George L. Priest, The Modern Expansion of Tort Liability: Its Sources, Its Effects, and Its Reform,
5(3) J. ECON. PERSPECTIVES 31 (1991). Other scholars have challenged these conclusions. See James A.
Henderson and Theodore Eisenberg, The Quiet Revolution in Products Liability: An Empirical Study of
Legal Change, 37 UCLA L. REV. 479 (1990). But see A. Havenner, Not Quite a Revolution in Products
Liability (Manhattan Institute Judicial Studies Program White Paper, 1990) (challenging Henderson and
Eisenberg’s conclusions). There have been similar criticisms of tendencies in contract law to principles
such as unconscionability to restrict freedom of contract and the enforceability of contracts. See Richard A.
Epstein, Unconscionability: A Critical Reappraisal, 18 J. L. & ECON. 293 91975); Richard A. Epstein, The
Static Conception of the Common Law, 9 J. LEG. STUD . 253 (1980); Paul H. Rubin, The Theory of the Firm
and the Structure of the Franchise Contract, 21 J. L. & ECON. 223 (1978).
3
Indeed, several of those who have criticized the recent developments in common law doctrine are the same
scholars who developed the earlier models explaining the tendency of the common law toward efficiency.
See infra at notes ___-___ and accompanying text.
4
Omichund v. Barker, 1 Atk. 21 (K.B. 1744) (shortened version reported in 22 Eng. Rep. 339).
5
See Mark F. Grady, Legal Evolution and Precedent, 3 A NN. REV. L. & ETHICS 147 (1995).
6
See Todd J. Zywicki, “Public Choice and Tort Reform,” (working paper, George Mason University School
of Law), available in http://www.law.gmu.edu/faculty/papers/authors.html#z.
7
The discussion here will focus on Priest and Rubin’s models as representative of the class of models.
Numerous related and refined models also exist. A full discussion of this body of literature is outside of the
scope of this article. An excellent summary of the various models that have offered, as well as a general
survey of early developments in the efficiency thesis of law and economics is presented in Peter H.
2
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common law are the actions of private litigants that generate a “demand” for the production of
legal rules. It has been argued that these litigation efforts by private parties can explain both the
common law’s historic tendency to produce efficient rules as well as its more recent evolution
away from efficiency in favor of wealth redistribution.
This article revisits the debate over the rise and fall of efficiency in the common law by
examining the supply-side conditions of the production of common law legal rules. This article
does not directly challenge the traditional “demand side” model, but it proposes to supplement
the model with a “supply side” model of the evolution of the common law that examines the
institutional incentives and constraints of common law judges over time. It is argued that the
traditional efficiency of the common law arose in the context of a particular historical institutional
setting and that changes in that institutional framework have made the common law more
susceptible to rent-seeking pressures and thereby undermined its pro-efficiency orientation.
Moreover, it is argued that understanding the supply-side constraints and incentives confronting
judges is a necessary condition for understanding litigant-driven demand-side models.
Whether one seeks to understand efficiency or inefficiency in the common law, it will be
essential to understand the institutional structure confronting judges and the incentives provided
to produce efficient law. The market for law, like other markets, requires an understanding of
both the supply and demand conditions in order to understand the nature of the market.
This article does not seek to reopen the debate over the empirical validity of whether
the common law traditionally tended toward efficiency or whether modern developments have
tended away from efficiency. For the sake of argument it will simply take as given the
assumption that although the traditional common law tended toward efficiency, this tendency has
been attenuated and even reversed in some areas in recent decades leading to growing
inefficiency in the common law. Making this threshold assumption should not be interpreted as
denying the importance of those questions or to ignore the fact that a lively debate on those
questions continues to rage. Reasonable arguments could be made, and in fact have been
made, on both sides of the question. This article, however, is concerned with a somewhat
different inquiry of exploring the evolutionary and institutional mechanisms at work that might
explain these tendencies, assuming that they in fact, exist. As a result, this paper simply assumes
for the sake of argument that such trends do in fact exist, and seeks to explain them. While far
from definitive, this seems to be a reasonable and plausible assumption.
The article first describes the traditional demand-side explanation for the rise and fall of
efficiency in the common law. The article then describes and distinguishes a supply-side model
of efficiency in the common law, examining the historical institutional framework that generated
the common law. Prior explanations have generally ignored the supply-side of the model, in
large part because most scholars have made the anachronistic assumption that the institutional
structure of the modern common law is fundamentally identical to that of the traditional common
law. As this article will show, that assumption is incorrect, and that the modern institutional
Aronson, Economic Efficiency and the Common Law: A Critical Survey, in LAW AND ECONOMICS AND
THE ECONOMICS OF LEGAL REGULATION 51 (J.-Matthias Graf von der Schulenburg and Goran Skogh eds.,
1986).
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framework of the common law differs in several important ways from the institutional framework
that characterized the common law in its early evolution. The article explains that the
spontaneous order nature of the common law system, its emphasis on principles of private
ordering and methodological individualism, and certain historical institutional developments, such
as a weak doctrine of precedent and a polycentric legal order, provided a framework for the
common law to evolve largely insulated from rent-seeking pressures and in favor of efficiencyenhancing rules. The article then explains how changes in this institutional framework has
generated a decline of the efficiency of the common law and a rise in rent-seeking pressures.
II.
A.

Demand Side Models of Legal Evolution

A General Model of Legal Evolution

The process of legal evolution can be usefully conceived of as a “market.” For instance,
it has been argued that the outcome of the legislative process results from competing efforts by
various interest groups who “bid” for favorable pieces of legislation and to prevent legislation
harmful to their interests.8 In this interest-group model, favorable legislation is given to the party
that “bids” the most for the legislation.9 This bidding takes many forms, but can generally be
understood as making financial and in-kind investments designed to help a politician to be reelected or to directly enrich the politican. Those interest groups that can contribute the greatest
resources to a candidate are likely to secure favorable legislation; those that are unable or
unwilling to contribute resources are likely to be disfavored in the process. Politicians
traditionally have been modeled as largely passive “brokers” of these wealth transfers,
responding to the demands of special interests.10 This process of special-interests trying to
influence the law to transfer wealth from the public to themselves and to thereby increase their

8

For a summary of these models, see Todd J. Zywicki, Environmental Externalities and Political
Externalities: The Political Economy of Environmental Regulation and Reform 73 TULANE L. REV. 845
(1999); see also William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner, The Independent Judiciary in an Interest-Group
Perspective, 18 J. L & ECON 875 (1975). The constitutional amendment process may similarly be conceived
of as a market, as parties bid for desired constitutional amendments. See Todd J. Zywicki, Senators and
Special Interests: A Public Choice Analysis of the Seventeenth Amendment, 73 OREGON L. REV. 1007
(1994); Donald J. Boudreaux and A.C. Pritchard, Rewriting the Constitution: An Economic Analysis of the
Constitutional Amendment Process, 62FORDHAM L. REV. 111 (1993).
9
This is oversimp lified. Often it will be the case that the legislative bargain that is struck is the result of a
multi-lateral bargain between several interest groups rather than a bilateral bargain where one group wins
and another loses See Zywicki, Environmental Externalities, supra note, at 848-56. Rather, it will generally
be the case that relatively well-organized groups will generally be able to take advantage of relatively
unorganized groups to transfer wealth to themselves. The question of how the wins and losses are to be
allocated as a distributional matter is a second-order question.
10
This is particularly the case with respect to the Chicago School of political economy. See CHICAGO
STUDIES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY (George Stigler, ed., 1988). Politicians do play an active role in some
models. See FRED S. M CCHESNEY, M ONEY FOR NOTHING: POLITICIANS, RENT EXTRACTION, AND
POLITICAL EXTORTION 7-13 (1997). The Virginia School of political economy also has paid greater
attention to the role of politicians and political entrepreneurship in the special-interest theory of
government. For a useful overview and comparison of these various intellectual schools (including the
Rochester School as well), see M AXWELL L. STEARNS, PUBLIC CHOICE AND PUBLIC LAW : READINGS AND
COMMENTARY, at p. xvii-xxvi (1997).
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wealth above what they would receive in a competitive market (i.e., to earn “economic rents”) is
referred to as “rent-seeking.”11
In general, parties will be willing to invest resources up to the amount to be transferred
in seeking favorable legislation. Consider, for instance, an import quota that if enacted would
enrich the American steel industry by a total present value of $100 million over the expected life
of the legislation (say 10 years), as compared with expected profits without the quota. In such a
case, the steel industry would be willing to invest up to $100 million in the form of campaign
contributions, media advertising, in-kind campaign help and the like.12 Of course, some of the
benefit—and thus some of the cost—will also flow to the employees of firms in the steel
industry.13 So the “industry” that benefits includes all relevant actors, such as shareholders,
employees, management, etc. In contrast, the costs of the quota will be diffuse and borne by
the many consumers of steel and steel products, who will now be forced to pay slightly higher
prices for raw steel and goods manufactured with steel. The exact division of the $100 million
surplus among these groups is unimportant for current purposes; what matters is the recognition
that legal changes can enrich some groups at the expense of others and that rational parties will
invest resources so as to bring about legal changes in order to capture these gains, if the
benefited parties are sufficiently able to organize to mount an effective lobbying effort.
The demand curve for legal change, therefore, is a function of two variables: (1) the
expected total amount of wealth to be transferred by the law in question (V), and (2) the
durability of the favorable piece of legislation, meaning how long the law will be effective so as
to generate wealth over time (L).
D = (VL),
Where
D= demand for a particular legal rule,
V = the annual value of the amounts to be transferred, and
L = the expected longevity of the law and the number of periods over which wealth will
be transferred.
Parties will be willing to invest greater amounts to secure laws that generate greater
lump-sum benefits. Thus, the steel industry would be willing to make much larger investments to
secure a very strict import quota rather than a mild import quota, because a strict quota will
increase their wealth much more than a mild quota. So as the expected value of V increases,
parties will be willing to invest greater sums to secure its passage. The converse is also true: as
parties invest greater sums, at the margin it makes it more likely that they will secure favorable
11

See Jonathan R. Macey, Cynicism and Trust in Politics and Constitutional Theory, 87 CORNELL L. REV.
280, 294 n.50 (2002) (“Rent-seeking refers to the lobbying process by which special interest groups attempt
to procure legislation that transfers wealth (economic ‘rents’) in excess of what the members of such groups
could earn in the competitive marketplace to themselves from the public at large.”); see also M CCHESNEY,
M ONEY FOR NOTHING, supra note, at 7-13 (describing rent-seeking).
12
See Gordon Tullock, The Welfare Costs of Tariffs, Monopolies, and Theft, 5 W. ECON. J. 224, 228 (1967).
13
See Zywicki, Environmental Externalities, supra note, at 866-68.
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legislation, so a greater investment of resources will generally increase the value of any legislation
obtained.
The Value, V, of a favorable legal rule will also be a function of the ability of
detrimentally affected parties to avoid paying the costs of a law. Consider, for instance, a
minimum wage law. An essential element of a minimum wage law is that parties cannot contract
around the law by agreeing to pay less than the statutory minimum. If they could, this would
obviously frustrate the entire purpose of the law. Thus, if detrimentally-affected parties cannot
escape the reach of the law, then wealth can be transferred from them to the benefited groups.
By contrast, if escape by detrimentally affected parties is easy, than the amount of wealth that
can be transferred from those groups to beneficiaries is limited.
Parties will also be willing to invest greater amounts to secure laws that generate more
long-lasting benefits. Most favorable legislation does not generate benefits in the short-term.
Rather, most legislation generates modest benefits over a long period of time. For instance,
occupational licensing of attorneys has the effect of increasing the earnings of lawyers over the
span of a 40 year career, rather than generating a one-time lump-sum benefit upon graduation.14
Thus, as L increases, meaning that the expected longevity is likely to go up, parties will be
willing to invest more in order to secure favorable legislation. For instance, a law that will
generate benefits of $1 million for 20 years if enacted will be much more valuable to the interest
group favored than will a law will generate $1 million but for one year only. Parties will be
willing to invest more to secure the enactment of a law of longer duration, rather than shorter.
This increases the present value of the benefits to be generated over the life of the wealthtransferring law.
B.

Application of the Model to Common Law Evolution

Although originally designed to explain legislative activity, Paul Rubin has argued that
change in the common law also can be analyzed by applying this general model.15 We can think
of the demand side of the market as private litigants, bringing actions before courts and
requesting that the courts produce legal rulings and legal opinions designed to resolve the
dispute. Judges can be conceived as providing the supply side of the market, as they produce
the service of dispute resolution and often reasoned legal opinions and precedents that are
designed to provide guidance to future litigants

14

Of course, these economic rents are to some extent dissipated by investments to join the profession.
Thus, for instance, law schools can charge higher tuition to students and students will be willing to pay
higher tuition, because a law degree is required to practice law. Thus, law schools are part of the “industry”
that benefits from restrictive licensing of lawyers.
15
See Paul H. Rubin, Why Is the Common Law Efficient?, 6 J. LEG. STUD . 51 (1977); see also Paul H. Rubin,
Christopher Curran, and John F. Curran, Litigation versus Legislation: Forum Shopping by Rent Seekers,
107 PUBLIC CHOICE 295 (2001); Martin J. Bailey and Paul H. Rubin, A Positive Theory of Legal Change, 14
INT ’L REV. L. & ECON. 467, 476 (1994); Paul H. Rubin and Martin J. Bailey, The Role of Lawyers in
Changing the Law, 23 J. LEG. STUD . 807 (1994); Paul H. Rubin, Common Law and Statute Law, 11 J. LEG.
STUD . 205 (1982). Gordon Tullock described a similar model, but less concretely than Rubin. See GORDON
TULLOCK, TRIALS ON TRIAL: A PURE THEORY OF LEGAL PROCEDURE 197-206 (198).
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Rubin’s model rests on the relative stakes between the two parties to a given dispute,
arguing that as the amount of money at stake in a particular case increases, the willingness of
parties to invest resources in order to effectuate legal change increases as well. The stakes in a
given dispute will be a function not only of the amount at stake in that particular case, but also of
the potential long term value of the precedent generated by that case which will affect the results
of future cases. In many situations, this latter variable will be much larger than the former. For
instance, if a party—say steel manufacturers—can obtain a legal precedent that makes it difficult
for consumers or employees to sue or limits the damages that they can recover, then this is an
extremely valuable economic asset. Although avoiding liability in a particular case saves the
steel manufacturer damages in that case, a legal rule that makes it more difficult for plaintiffs to
recover in future cases promises an ongoing stream of future benefits. If a party has the ability
and opportunity to influence the evolution of the law in a manner favorable to it, then it will be
willing to invest resources in order to garner legal change. Common law rules, therefore, can be
thought as being generated by a process similar to legislative statutes, where interest groups
“bid” on particular rules with the legal rule being the one preferred by the highest bidder. In
turn, the highest bidder will be the one who has the largest stakes in the case, either the most to
win or lose from proposed legal change.
Rubin’s model, therefore, turns on the same two factors as the model of legislative
change: the amount of money at issue in the particular case (V), and the period of time over
which parties can capture the benefits of a change in the law (L).16 But there is a fundamental
difference between legislative change and common law change. For legislative change, one
legislature has no ability to bind the hands of a subsequent legislature. Thus, in theory at least,
all legislative bargains can be undone as governing coalitions in the legislature change.17 For the
common law, however, the doctrine of stare decisis means that, in theory at least, all court
decisions will be binding on all subsequent courts. Thus, there is an inherent stability to the
common law process as compared to the legislative process. As a result, even if the value of a
favorable legal rule is relatively small in any given case, that benefit may be multiplied over many
cases over many years and may give rise to a relatively large bounty in present value terms for
any group that can capture it. For similar reasons it has been observed that obtaining a
constitutional rule protected by supermajoritarian voting rules will be more durable than a mere
legislative rule, because the constitutional rule will be more difficult to reverse at a later date. In
theory, at least, the doctrine of stare decisis suggests that common law rules might be more
durable than legislative rules. As will be discussed below, however, this does not necessarily
mean that common law rules will be able to redistribute greater amounts of wealth than
legislative rules because other factors that may reduce the amount of wealth that can be
transferred.
Because of the long-term nature of the economic rents generated by certain economic
rules, Rubin observes that repeat-players in litigation will be the parties with the greatest
16

See Rubin, Common Law and Statute Law, supra note, at 206.
See Zywicki, Senators and Special Interests, supra note, at 1028-29. In practice, of course, there are a
large number of constitutional and other rules that limit the ability of one legislature to overturn the work of
prior legislatures.
17
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incentives to bring litigation designed to generate new precedents. Groups that are better able
to organize will also be able to invest greater resources in legal change. Of course, if the first
variable predominates, meaning that the stakes in a given case are sufficiently high that parties
will be willing to invest large amounts solely on the outcome of the case without concern for the
future value of the precedent generated by the case, then there is no reason to engage in
collective action to change the law. If both parties to a dispute have equal and sufficiently high
stakes, then their investments will tend to cancel out and the law will tend toward efficiency. If
both parties have equal but low stakes, such as in small-claims court, then one would expect
largely random drift in the doctrinal evolution of the law. If one party has a greater stake in the
dispute and is able to solve any relevant collective action problems, however, then Rubin
predicts that the law will evolve in a direction favorable to that party.18
Rubin argues that this model can explain the evolution of the common law as a historical
matter. Rubin argues that in the 19th century (and presumably before), rule making (both
common law and statutory) was dominated by individual actors acting independently, rather
than by organized special interests acting collectively.19 This was for several reasons. First,
most disputes that arose were between two individuals or an individual and a very small
business. Thus, there was little benefit to be captured by a party from strategic litigation.
Moreover, each individual usually stood in a reciprocal relationship with all other individuals,
thus an individual or small business who is a plaintiff today was equally likely to be a defendant
tomorrow, reducing the incentive to litigate for one-sided rules and favoring advocacy in favor
of stable and efficient rules. Finally, Rubin argues, the structure of litigation and high costs of
communication made it very difficult for groups to solve collective action problems in order to
aggregate their interests into a coherent and effective litigation strategy. Thus, for much of the
common law’s evolution, most litigation was between two individual parties, both with
substantially equal stakes in the outcome. The result was that the common law tended toward
efficiency.20
Subsequent innovations changed this dynamic. First, the industrial revolution brought
about the innovation of large-scale manufacturing enterprises. Unlike private parties, these new
firms had a strong interest in the path of legal change especially in areas such as nuisance law
and tort law. Rubin argues that this gave them unequal stakes may have been sufficient to cause
them to invest in legal change in their favor.21 In recent decades a more modern and more
potent form of strategic legal change has been occasioned by the Association of Trial Lawyers
of America (ATLA). ATLA is the trade group of America’s tort lawyers. Rubin and Bailey
18

See Rubin, Common Law and Statute Law, supra note, at 206 (“[F]or efficiency to result from these
models parties to particular disputes must represent symmetrically all future interests in such disputes. If
this condition is not satisfied, the models indicate that the law will not be driven toward efficiency. Rather,
the law will come to favor those parties which do have future interests in cases of the sort under
consideration, whether or not it is efficient for such parties to be victorious.”); see also Marc Galanter, Why
the “Haves” Come out Ahead: Speculation on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 LAW & SOC. REV. 95 (1974).
19
Rubin, Common Law and Statute Law, supra note, at 212-215.
20
As Rubin notes, this same dynamic meant that statute law also tended toward efficiency during this era.
Id.
21
He leaves open the question of whether this change was efficiency-enhancing or not. See id. at 213.
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argue that ATLA has created a class of residual claimants for legal change in the tort law,
namely the lawyers for tort plaintiffs. Thus even though individual tort plaintiffs are not repeat
players, tort lawyers are. Moreover, tort lawyers benefit from changing the law so as to
increase liability, increase litigation, and increase the damages available from tort lawsuits. Thus,
they have high stakes from the generation of legal precedents. ATLA also serves to organize
these lawyers into a coherent group that effectively lobbies for legal change.
Rubin suggests that it is unnecessary to consider the supply side of the market for legal
change for his model to work.22 Nonetheless, he leaves open the possibility that changes in the
supply side of the market, such as by changes in the proclivity or ability of judges to supply
certain types of legal rules, can supplement his model of legal change.23 Thus, in understanding
the evolution of the common law, it is not necessary to force an either-or choice between
demand side and supply side stories. In fact, most markets are best understood by examining
both sides.24 The point of this article is not offer a supply-side story as an alternative to
demand-side models. Rather, it is to offer a supply-side story as a supplement to demand-side
stories. As the subsequent discussion will show, there were crucial historical changes in the
supply-side of the common law “market” that were necessary for Rubin’s model of rent-seeking
litigation to be feasible. The argument thus builds upon Rubin’s demand-side model, especially
as it relates to the stake of litigation and the ability to manipulate the path of legal precedent. As
will be shown, Rubin’s argument rests on important assumptions about the nature of legal
precedent, the ability of parties to manipulate the path of legal evolution, and the ability to
involuntarily bind parties to inefficient legal rules by making exit costly. There are thus certain
institutional arrangements that are necessary for a rent-seeking model of the common law to be
feasible and there are certain institutional arrangements that are more resistant to rent-seeking
pressures than other institutional frameworks.
George Priest has offered a similar model of the evolution of the common law.25 Like
Rubin, Priest emphasizes the demand side of the market for common law evolution, grounding
his models in the actions of private litigants. Priest argues that inefficient rules will tend to lead to
more societal conflict and thereby will be the subject of more litigation over time. Assuming that
legal rules are subject to being reversed according to a random process that leads judges to
periodically reverse prior legal rules, Priest argues that this will cause inefficient rules to be
relitigated more often and therefore reversed more often then efficient rules. Over time this will
cause a pronounced tendency in the law toward the production and maintenance of efficient

22

Rubin and Bailey stress the point that a strength of their model is that it can explain the evolution of the
common law without accounting for changes in judicial preferences. See Bailey and Paul H. Rubin, Positive
Theory, supra note, at 476. This does not rule out the possibility that legal change may occur as a result of
a change in the incentives and constraints facing judges, however, which is the argument advanced in this
paper.
23
See Bailey and Rubin, Positive Theory, supra note, 475-76.
24
See Robert Cooter and Lewis Kornhauser, Can Litigation Improve the Law Without the Help of Judges?,
9 J. LEGAL STUD . 139 (1980).
25
See George L. Priest, The Common Law Process and the Selection of Efficiency Rules, 6 J. LEG. STUD . 65
(1977).
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legal rules. As with Rubin, Priest’s model can be understood as a demand-side model, where
judges passively respond to the actions of private litigants.
A variety of criticisms of Priest’s model could be offered.26 For current purposes,
however, the crucial point to recognize is that although Priest may be able to provide an
explanation for why the common law might evolve toward efficiency, his model provides no
explanation of why the common law might evolve away from efficiency. This criticism is telling,
in that it is evident that Priest believes that the common law has departed from the efficiency
norm in recent years.27 In explaining this evolution, Priest has abandoned his demand-side
model of common law evolution, instead turning to a supply-side model grounded in an
intellectual and ideological revolution among common law judges that has caused them to
deviate from sound economics in the direction of using tort law as an instrument of social justice
and insurance and insufficient institutional constraints to prevent judges from pursuing these
goals.28 As this article will show, the ability of judges to indulge their ideological preferences is
dependent on certain institutional arrangements that make it possible for judges to bind privatedecisionmakers and to thereby impose their ideological preferences.
III.

A Supply-Side Model of Efficiency of the Common Law

In contrast to these demand-side models of common law evolution, the supply-side has
largely been ignored. The only prior supply side model of efficiency that has been offered is
Judge Richard Posner’s argument that common law judges will have a preference or “taste” for
efficiency.29 According to Posner, judges have a "taste" or "preference" for efficient rules that
guides their decision-making. Because of limited external constraints on judges, they can
indulge their preferences, whatever those preferences may be. The argument is somewhat
obscure and not overly persuasive. According to Posner, the common law system – at least at
the appellate level where most legal rules are formulated – is highly impersonal, meaning that the
judge has little ability or inclination to try to decide on the basis of which litigant is a “better” or
more morally worthy person. Unlike trial judges, appellate judges receive little information
about the litigants. Moreover, ethical rules usually require judges to recuse themselves from
cases where they have a financial interest, rendering the outcome independent from the resulting
financial consequences to the parties. As a result, judges will usually have an incentive to treat
lawsuits as interactions between two competing economic activities, leading them “almost by
default” to weigh the economic value of the two competing activities. Thus, even if judges have
preferences that they weigh more highly than efficiency, their institutional constraints will lead
26

For a summary of several of those criticisms, see POSNER, ECONOMIC A NALYSIS OF LAW , supra note, at
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27
See Priest, Modern Expansion, supra note; see also George L. Priest, Products Liability, Law and the
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1988).
28
See George L. Priest, The Current Insurance Crisis and Modern Tort Law, 96 YALE L.J. 1521 (1987)
[hereinafter Priest, The Current Insurance Crisis]; George L. Priest, Puzzles of the Tort Crisis, 48 OHIO ST .
L.J. 497 (1987) [hereinafter Priest, Puzzles of the Tort Crisis]; George L. Priest, The Invention of Enterprise
Liability: A Critical History of the Intellectual Foundations of Modern Tort Law, 14 J. LEGAL STUD . 461
(1985).
29
See POSNER, ECONOMIC A NALYSIS, supra note, at § 19.2.
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them to recognize that these other goals are unobtainable. Thus, even if judges have only a
weak preference for efficiency they will pursue this end by default because of their inability to
accomplish any other ends. Given this, Posner argues that judges will act as if they have a
“taste” for efficiency that will lead them to seek efficiency in their decisions. But this preference
is weak, and it is a preference by default, in that judges are constrained from pursuing other
goals.
The weaknesses in this argument are obvious and have been extensively-discussed
elsewhere. First, it is difficult to verify. Second, Posner's assumption seems inconsistent with
the observation that that many judges are at least as concerned with redistributive goals as
efficiency goals. In fact, common experience indicates that many judges have strong tastes for
distributional goals, and that they pursue these goals in their judicial role. Third, it fails to explain
why the common law might evolve in an efficient manner at some times during history, but
inefficiently at other times. Posner also has argued that nineteenth century judges were moral
utilitarians, which led them to embrace the primacy of efficiency as a goal. But, of course, this
merely restates the "preferences" theory without any further support, albeit somewhat greater
explanation. Fourth, it is questionable whether even most well-intentioned judge possesses the
expertise and knowledge to devise efficient legal rules even if he desired to do so.30
There is thus no prevailing positive theory of the supply-side incentives of judges to
produce efficient rules.31 Posner’s argument thus turns on both the postulated taste of judges
for efficiency, institutional constraints that prevent them from pursuing other preferences, and a
recognition by judges that it is in fact futile for them to try to accomplish other goals. Rather
than postulating an assumption of judicial preferences for efficiency, this article argue that driving
force in legal evolution on the supply side of the equation is not judicial tastes, but rather the
incentives and constraints that judges face in carrying out their tasks. Moreover, this article will
offer a supply-side model that dovetails with the demand-side models of common law evolution
previously described. In turn, this will force us to focus on the structure of incentives and
constraints confronted by judges that encourage or discourage judges from pursuing their
personal preferences at the expense of litigants and society. This article is an effort to fill this
gap by postulating a supply-side model of efficiency in the common law that focuses on the
incentives of judges to produce efficient common law rules.
This Part of the article will show that there were particular institutional arrangements that
characterized the common law in its formative period. These institutions made the common law
resistant to rent-seeking litigation pressures and also help to explain the common law’s historic
tendency toward the production of efficient rules. It will also be argued that each of these
30

See Gerald O'Driscoll, Jr., Justice, Efficiency, and the Economic Analysis of Law: A Comment on Fried, 9
J. LEG. STUD . 355 (1980); Mario Rizzo, The Mirage of Efficiency, 8 HOFSTRA L. REV. 641 (1980); see also
Gillian K. Hadfield, Bias in the Evolution of Legal Rules, 80 GEO. L. J. 583 (1992).
31
There have been several efforts to model and test the prediction that an independent judiciary will be
willing to enforce interest-group legislative bargains. See Gary M. Anderson, William F. Shughart II, &
Robert D. Tollison, On the Incentives of Judges to Enforce Legislative Wealth Transfers, 32 J. L. & ECON.
215 (1989); William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner, The Independent Judiciary in an Interest-Group
Perspective, 18 J. L. & ECON. 875 (1975).
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factors have changed over time, thereby making the common law process more susceptible to
problems of rent-seeking through litigation. Thus, the focus here is on the constraints that led
common law judges to the production of efficient rules even if their personal preferences did not
incline them to do so. It will thus be argued that Rubin and Priest's models rest on a change in
the institutional constraints on judges. The effect of this change in institutional constraints was to
increase the possibilities for litigants to transfer wealth through strategic litigation, both through
an increasing incentive and opportunity to engage in rent-seeking litigation in terms of the Rubin
model, as well as creating greater agency costs for judges to indulge their ideological
preferences in terms of the Priest model.
Several institutional features will be spotlighted. First, it will be shown that Rubin’s
model rests on a particular understanding of the role of legal precedent and stare decisis in the
common law. Although it is reasonable to assume the presence of stare decisis as a permanent
element of the common law system, in reality the doctrine of stare decisis was a fairly recent
innovation in the common law, replacing a system of much weaker judicial precedent. A system
of strong precedent or stare decisis, it will be shown, is an essential element for rent-seeking
through the common law.
Second, the historic polycentric legal order of the traditional common law will be
described. The existence of overlapping and competing courts with concurrent jurisdictions
created a competition among different courts. The ability of litigants to choose their forums and
to bring a claim in any of several courts provided a powerful instrument for the generation of
efficient legal rules. Moreover, it provided an ease of exit that reduced the ability of parties to
involuntarily redistribute wealth away from parties disfavored by doctrinal developments.
Parties could opt-out of such a legal system and opt-in to a concurrent court. This ease of exit
limited reduced the rent-seeking opportunities through litigation.
Third, certain legal doctrines limited the ability to use the court systems as a mechanism
for rent-seeking activity. In particular, the tendency of the traditional common law to produce
default rules rather than mandatory rules allowed parties to contract-around onerous and
inefficient legal rules, thereby preserving efficiency through private ordering. The common law’s
traditionally strong reliance on custom also created a tendency toward efficiency, as well as
insulating the common law from rent-seeking pressures. As will be discussed, because custom
evolves from decentralized and consensual processes over long periods of time, it tends to be
highly resistant to rent-seeking pressures.
A.

Weak Precedent versus Stare Decisis

As discussed above, Paul Rubin has noted that a necessary condition for efficient legal
rules to develop is that both of the parties to a dispute place relatively equal importance on the
precedent developed in the case.32 Where one party has dramatically more to win from a
favorable precedent (or more to lose from an unfavorable precedent), that party will be
expected to invest greater resources to secure the desired precedent, leading to an evolution of
the law in a direction favorable to that party, even if the new rule is less efficient than the old
32

See supra notes ___-___ and accompanying text.
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rule.33 Rubin argues that in the early era of the common law, most disputes were between two
individuals who were not likely to be repeat players, thus neither side had a strong incentive to
fight for precedents uniquely favorable to their cause.34 Rubin focuses on the demand side of
the fight for legal precedent, noting that parties with a greater interest in precedent will “bid”
higher amounts for a favorable precedent. Thus, there would be no systematic pressures to
drive the evolution of the common law away from efficiency. This story seems to be both
historically and conceptually correct.
History adds an additional element that renders Rubin’s story about the evolution of the
common law even more powerful by looking at the supply side of the “market” for legal
precedent. The value of a precedent will be affected by the value of a precedent but by the
durability of the precedent and its ability to transmit rents through time. Thus, if a precedent is
less durable, the present value of the precedent will decrease because a favorable precedent will
transfer less wealth through time. As a result, litigants will be less willing to invest resources ex
ante to secure a favorable precedent.35 Thus, where precedent is not durable, neither side in a
dispute has a relatively greater interest in the precedent, thereby producing conditions favorable
to the production of efficient rules.
The traditional common law provided these conditions. Although most modern lawyers
and scholars conceive of the doctrine of stare decisis as a formative element of the common
law, this is an ahistorical understanding of the development of the common law.36 The doctrine
of stare decisis, or the idea that the holding of a particular case is treated as binding upon
courts deciding later similar cases, is a late-nineteenth century development and represents a
clear doctrinal and conceptual break with the prior history of the common law.37 The adoption
of a principle of stare decisis was a pivotal turn in the common law, which provided a
necessary condition for later efforts to turn the development of the common law toward specialinterest purposes. This is not to say that the adoption of a principle of strict stare decisis was
undesirable from the perspective of economic efficiency or coordination. But it is important to
recognize that the adoption of a system of strict stare decisis is a necessary condition for the

33
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common law to become a vehicle for rent-seeking.38 Absent stare decisis it is impossible to
produce long-term stable precedents that generate returns over time. Thus, there are costs to
stare decisis as well as benefits, with a major cost being the fact that it makes the law more
susceptible to being used a vehicle for rent-seeking and the manipulation of judicial precedent.
Indeed, discussions of the benefits of stare decisis have often ignored these costs. But it is
clear that any discussion of the benefits of stare decisis must also consider the inherent costs
associated with strict stare decisis as well. A brief history of the doctrine of precedent under
English common law will help to illustrate the difference, as well as illuminating why the adoption
of stare decisis enabled the use of the common law for rent-seeking purposes.
1.

Precedent in English Legal History

Modern commentators rarely look beyond the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in
seeking the history of the English common law. The formative period of the common law,
however, was from the twelfth to the seventeenth centuries, and this is where the investigation
must begin. 39 During this period there was no well-developed concept of precedent at all.
Writing in the thirteenth century, for instance, Bracton refers to more than 500 cases in his
treatise but does not treat them as authoritative statements of the content of the law. 40 In fact,
Bracton did not espouse a doctrine of precedent, nor did he even ever use the word
“precedent.”41 Bracton was aberrant in even citing cases, as most early learned treatises cited
no cases at all. 42 The author of Fleta, writing about forty years after Bracton, refers to one
case; Britton, who wrote an epitome of Bracton soon after 1290, refers to none; Littleton in his
authoritative work on Tenures (ca. 1481?) refers to eleven cases.43 Bracton himself had to
exert great influence to obtain the loan of plea rolls, and was one of the few judges of the era
38

In fact, it has been argued that where both parties lack a continuing interest in the production of
precedent, the result will not be the production of efficient rules but rather "random drift" with no tendency
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willing to wade through the weighty and unorganized rolls.44 Few other treatise writers, and
certainly no lawyers, would have been willing to exert the energy required to obtain possession
of the rolls or to engage in the painstaking trouble of reading through the unorganized masses of
parchment.45 As Plucknett bluntly states, “Any use of cases on Bracton’s lines by the
profession at large, or even by the bench alone, would have been manifestly impossible.”46
For early common law judges (including even Bracton), cases were merely illustrations
as to how respected individuals have decided cases that came before them. 47 “Cases, that is,
judicial decisions, could be used to illustrate legal principles, but were not themselves an
authoritative source of law.”48 Prior cases served only as persuasive, not binding, authority and
were studied for the soundness of their reasoning, not the authority of their holdings. A series of
similar decisions might be considered as evidence of the existence of judicial custom, but those
customs were also regarded as only persuasive not binding. “If a judge did not approve of a
previous decision, or even of a previous custom of the court, he might say that it was wrong and
disregard it.”49 In fact, the first known use of the term “precedent” was not until 1557, and in
that case the court observed that is was making its ruling despite two “presidents” to the
contrary. 50 Indeed, Bracton relied on cases primarily to illustrate the ways in which recently
decided cases (in his era) had departed from the sounder judicial rulings of earlier eras, and to
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argue that the newer decisions should be ignored.51 “Bracton first states his principles and then
adduces his cases as historical evidence of the accuracy of his statements. This is a vastly
different method from taking the cases first and deducing rules of law from them.”52 During the
formative centuries of the common law, therefore, there was no system of precedent that
resembled the current doctrine of stare decisis.
In sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, cases started to become more important as
common law courts developed a practice of adhering more strictly in matters of pleading and
procedure to their customs, and thereby their precedents. But “[t]his principle was not
ironclad.”53 Moreover, the principle was adhered to primarily only in procedural matters, not
issues of substantive law.54 Lord Holt observed, for instance, “The law consists not in particular
instances and precedents, but in the reason of the law and ubi eadem ratio, idem ius.”55 Even
this adherence in procedural matters was not wholly internally adopted by the judges, but was
produced primarily by the demands of maintaining the externally-imposed jurisdictional lines
between the common law and other types of court.56 Coke relied on the concept of precedent
in his battles against the King, arguing for the historical continuity of the common law tradition.
Even Coke’s reliance on the concept of precedent in the battles against the King cited
precedents only “examples” of the “true rule” and not “in and of themselves authoritative
sources of those rules.”57 The decisions of particular cases, or even a group of cases were still
not treated as authoritatively binding on lower courts.
Useful recitations of precedents would not even be technologically feasible until the
invention of movable type printing in the fifteenth century and not until the sixteenth century
could lawyers easily acquire printed reports of cases.58 Prior to then, the only authoritative
recitation of outcomes (albeit in a highly summary form) were the “plea rolls,” which recorded
case outcomes and little else. These were quite literally rolls of dusty parchment sewn together,
51
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weighing hundreds of pounds and inscribed with handwritten case outcomes.59 As one scholar
has observed, “Plea Rolls were obviously not things which could be produced easily in Court; it
was no light matter to search them or have them searched; and there is ample evidence that they
were very difficult of access even to prominent counsel.”60 The purpose of the Rolls was to
record the results of cases, and in particular, debts owed to the King, not to aid lawyers. The
reasoning of the court in reaching a decision was not of import and few lawyers even had access
to the rolls.61 Because the absence of printing made reproduction of the rolls impossible, a
lawyer could authoritatively cite a case only if he could in fact access the rolls and identify the
case. “When there were not printed records or reports,” Hogue asks, “who could verify
citations to previous decisions without first obtaining permission to consult the royal plea
rolls?”62
The inaccessibility and impracticability of the plea rolls led to the development of
privately published Year Books that sought to provide some of the information regarding
decided cases. But these differed dramatically in form and substance from the model of
officially-reported cases that prevail today. The Year Books were intended as teaching tools,
not official case reports, and therefore focused on issues of pleading, procedure, and case
strategy, rather than case outcomes.63 In addition to the rulings in the cases, the Year Books
attempted to provide a rudimentary recitation of the relevant facts and arguments in the case.
But the Year Books were haphazard, fragmentary, and frequently contradictory. 64 Not only did
they often contract each other in describing the reasoning of cases, they often even disagreed on
the case names.65 Their chronology is often questionable, and judges are often found speaking
59
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well after they were dead and long periods of time transpired with little or no reporting of
cases.66 There were often long time lags between deciding a case and publication of the case
opinion.67 Their origins are sometimes questionable, as several manuscripts were purloined
from the lawyers who owned them and then were published without their permission, often with
various additions from unknown sources.68 Moreover, they plainly did not serve the same
function as the modern law report, but were reported and used much more casually. 69 Not only
did they report less than current case reporters and in a less rigorous style, but they also
reported more—such as private comments by judges and even what was said at mock trials in
the Inns of Court.70 The editorial comments of the reporters are interspersed with the rulings of
judges; the statements of well-known counsel are cited as authority. 71 Reporters freely
elaborated on the arguments actually advanced by counsel and the judges in the case.72 Not
only would the reporters criticize judicial rulings, they would criticize the character and wisdom
of the judges themselves; one reporter nicknamed judge Hervey le Stanton jurist “Hervey le
Hasty” for his precipitous style.73 Judges and lawyers distinguished among the quality of
different Year Books depending on the identity of the authors, with more reliable authors
holding greater weight than their competitors. Some reporters were of such poor quality that
lawyers were forbidden from citing them in certain courts.74 Often the assessment of a
reporter’s supposed quality was determined on the agreement of the reporter with the decision
the judge sought to render.75 Moreover, many Year Books contained cases that were
translated into English from the archaic French and Latin that had been used for centuries in the
common law courts, raising questions about the accuracy of the translations.76 To the extent
bibliographical irritation, and sometimes a difficulty. Fetter v. Beal … is a pretty good disguise for Fitter v.
Veal . . . ." PERCY H. W INFIELD, THE CHIEF SOURCES OF ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY 185 n.3 (1925).
66
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67
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that they were invoked as authority, like the use of precedent generally, the reports in the Year
Books focused primarily on issues of procedure rather than substance.77 Although the Year
Books were perhaps better than nothing, they certainly did not provide a sound technological
basis for a system that relied on the full and accurate presentation of case results and judicial
reasoning, such as a system based on strict stare decisis.78
The first credible set of reports was provided by Plowden in the mid-Sixteenth Century,
but it was not until the publication of Coke’s Reports that a comprehensive collection of case
reports first appeared that could be cited as precedent.79 Even then, it was clear that Coke
used the term “precedent” loosely rather than as binding authority, as evidenced by his
willingness to freely distort the opinions in earlier cases by selective quotations and omissions.80
Plucknett observes of Coke, “A case in Coke’s Reports, therefore, is an uncertain mingling of
genuine report, commentary, criticism, elementary instruction, and recondite legal history. The
whole is dominated by Coke’s personality, and derives its authority from him.”81 Despite
Coke’s limitations, his Reports were substantially better than those that followed in subsequent
centuries.82
It was not until 1673 that English courts first distinguished between “precedent” and
dictum, a necessary predicate for treating cases as authoritative statements of the law. 83 Prior
to that time, judges rarely compared in detail the facts of the cases that came before them with
the facts of earlier analogous cases. The distinction between holdings and dictum could not be
established until the development of fuller and more accurate case reports that accurately related
the facts of the case and the holdings therein. Again, this did not and could not occur until
Coke’s Reports and the invention of the printing press. Not until the middle of the eighteenth
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century is there anything approaching an official set of regular reports of judicial decisions of
particular courts.84
It was thus not until the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that the “doctrine” of
precedent even began to take on some coherence, although this respect for precedent fell far
short of stare decisis. During this period, Matthew Hale observed that the decisions of courts
“do not make a Law properly so-called,” meaning that the decision of a court does not bind
subsequent parties or judges.85 Hale observes, however, that these decisions “have a great
Weight and Authority in Expounding, Declaring, and Publishing what the Law of the Kingdom
is, especially when such Decisions hold a Consonancy and Congruity with Resolutions and
Decisions of former times, and though such Decisions are less than a Law, yet they are a greater
evidence thereof than the Opinion of any private Persons, as such, whatsoever.”86 Cases
themselves do not make law; cases illustrate the principles of the law.87 But Hale emphasizes
the existence of a series of consistent decisions in analogous cases over time as providing strong
evidence of the existence and validity of a rule. But even a settled pattern of cases is still
thought susceptible to reconsideration in the light of reason. Hale still stops well short of the
belief that a mere single case could serve as binding precedent on all later cases, as stare
decisis requires. It was only in the nineteenth century, therefore, that precedent begins to
harden into the concept of stare decisis, where the decision of merely one court was
interpreted as binding authority on later courts.88 Blackstone, for instance, contended that it
was the obligation of judges to abide by prior precedents.89 Despite this admonition, common
law judges throughout the eighteenth century frequently second-guessed earlier cases and often
refused to follow precedents that they thought unsound.90 As Allen observes, “To sum up the
position at the end of the eighteenth century: the application of precedent was powerful and
constant, but no Judge would have been found to admit that he was ‘absolutely bound’ by any
decision of any tribunal.”91 It is thus not until the Nineteenth Century that the modern version of
stare decisis—the notion that judges are absolutely bound by prior decisions—took hold.92
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For the first several centuries of the common law, therefore, single cases standing alone
did not make law. Judges generally adhered to the “declaratory theory” of law that law was
“discovered” by judges, not “made.”93 A pattern of several cases decided in agreement with
one another, by contrast, gave rise to a powerful presumption of the correctness of the legal
principle. The agreement of several judges in several cases constituted a judicial custom that
attested to the wisdom of the rule and its utility in vindicating parties’ expectations. As Plucknett
stresses, “An important point to remember is that one case constitutes a precedent; several
cases serve as evidence of a custom. . . . It is the custom which governs the decision, not the
case or cases cited as proof of the custom.” He adds, “A single case was not a binding
authority, but a well-established custom (proved by a more or less casual citing of cases) was
undoubtedly regarded as strongly persuasive.”94 As a result, courts felt free to reject
precedents where they believed the case to be wrongly decided.95 Today, by contrast, a judge
is generally believed to be bound by prior cases even where convinced that the prior case was
wrongly-decided or would work injustice.
2.

Precedent in the Ame rican Common Law

A similar view of precedent prevailed in the United States in the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries.96 As Professor Caleb Nelson has observed, American lawyers rejected
the notion that individual cases themselves constituted the law. They, like English lawyers,
believed that the substantive common law rested on principles outside of the regime of stare
decisis.97 Given this, it was thought to be illogical to rely on a system of strict stare decisis to
settle the substantive rules of law. Like the English system, substantive rules were distinguished
from procedural practice. Procedural rules rested purely on the need for consistent and
predictable practices, rather than on the notion that one procedural rule might be thought
“better” than another. Substantive rules, however, required greater reflection and study, rather
than slavish adherence to prior decisions. This distinction was reflected in the ready adoption of
strict stare decisis for procedural rules and a much-later acceptance of the doctrine for
substantive rules, an evolution that mirrored those in the English common law.98 Indeed, as
Nelson observes, one dictionary definition of the term “precedent” in the Eighteenth century was
“a form of pleading that courts had found acceptable in the past.”99
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Eighteenth century Americans rejected the idea that particular cases were themselves
the law. Rather, like their English contemporaries, particular cases were merely evidence of or
reflections of underlying legal principles.100 This may be best illustrated in the terms of the socalled “reception” laws enacted by the states shortly after Independence. Through these state
constitutional and legislative rules, the states provided that rules of the English common law
remained in place in the new states.101 Commentators of the time announced, however, that the
acceptance of the English common law did not necessarily require acceptance of the entire body
of English cases. Thus, the states could feel free to reconsider any disapproved English judicial
decisions to the extent that they were thought inappropriate for the American situation.102
Virginia Chancellor Creed Taylor observed in this vein, “it was the common law we adopted,
and not English decisions.”103 Moreover, the need for a critical review of prior cases was not
limited to English decisions, but applied with equal force to cases decided after Independence
by American courts.104
Moreover, the case reports in early America were at least as bad as in England, if not
worse. Although England could at least reasonably rely on the reports of Coke, Plowden, and
Burrow during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, Americans had no reliable reports
until the Nineteenth Century.105 Although some colonial lawyers published private notes on
cases in their jurisdictions, these volumes focused on the arguments of counsel rather than the
court’s ruling.106 Judges often paid little heed to the cases found in private case collections.107
Like the Year Books, therefore, these reports could not provide a basis for a system of stare
decisis that relied upon coherent and accurate case reports. Officially-published reporters that
focused on judicial opinions did not appear until the early Nineteenth Century, but became
almost universal by the end of the Nineteenth Century.108
As in England, therefore, prior cases were all treated as persuasive authority rather than
binding authority. It was the sound reasoning of the prior case that demanded respect, not the
mere existence of the case. Thus, even in the United States the decision of a great English
common law judge such as Lord Mansfield commanded greater respect than a mediocre
American judge.109 But judges showed special deference to a long line of decisions that had all
independently reached the same conclusion.110 The concurrence of many judges through time
attested to the wisdom and consensus of the rule, much as social traditions generated through
decentralized processes over long periods of time testify to the wisdom and consensus of those
100
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practices.111 Later judges might be reluctant to question this consensus, not because they were
compelled to follow the earlier judgments, but that this contrary consensus carried within it great
persuasive force. As Professor Nelson observes, however, “[T]his phenomenon is not quite the
same thing as a presumption against overruling erroneous precedents. The influence of a series
of decisions did not rest on the notion that judges should presumptively adhere to past decisions
even when convinced of their error, but rather on the notion that judges should be exceedingly
hesitant to find error where a series of their predecessors had all agreed.”112 But note that it
was only because judges could in fact challenge earlier decisions that they thought incorrect that
later judges could draw the inference that consensus agreement among prior judges testified to
the soundness of the rule.113 If the rule was unsound, prior judges could have overruled it. By
contrast, in a regime of strict stare decisis it is far more difficult to draw strong inferences about
the quality of legal rules solely from the agreement of a series of judges in the rule. After all,
later cases in the series may merely be the path-dependent result of earlier erroneous decisions,
rather than reflecting quality in themselves.
3.

Implications of Weak Precedent for Common Law Efficiency

Through most of the history of the Anglo-American common law, therefore, precedent
was flexible and based on the congruence of legal decisions with expectations, reason, and
judgment. The convergence of several independently-acting judges on similar conclusions
attested to the wisdom and consensus support for the rule, rather than the authority of the
rule.114 Precedent was thus more in the nature of a tradition composed of the decisions of many
independent judges acting over time, rather than the sovereign statement of a “law-making”
judge.115 The notion of stare decisis as binding precedent was an outgrowth of Benthamite and
Hobbesian legal positivism and the belief that law must issue as a sovereign command from the
pen of know judicial authors, rather than reflecting the result of a process of spontaneous
order.116 By contrast, the traditional common law judge was not “bound to any past articulation
of that law, never absolutely bound to follow a previous decision, and always free to test it
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against his tradition-shaped judgment of its reasonableness.”117 It was not until the lateEighteenth century, under the influence of Benthamite positivism and technological innovations
that made printing and distribution of case reports feasible, that strict stare decisis came to
supplant weaker forms of judicial precedent.118
This historical background is essential for understanding the traditional immunity of the
common law to efficiency-distorting, rent-seeking influences. Prior to the acceptance of the
hard doctrine of stare decisis, obtaining a favorable judgment by a party in a given case was of
minimal value. Because the decision in that case did not authoritatively bind subsequent courts,
each precedent provided minimal long-term value to the parties in the case. This was true even
with respect to repeat players and institutional parties who would indeed have had such an
interest if a doctrine of stare decisis, in fact existed. Moreover, the flexibility of reliance on
precedent opened the system to self-correction, so that wrongheaded or inefficient decisions
could be reversed at low cost by subsequent courts.
Where there is no precedent, there is no incentive to engage in rent-seeking litigation
because there is no single authority empowered to “make” law.119 Any rent-seeking legal
doctrine can be upset by a subsequent judge who recognizes that the rent-seeking doctrine is
inconsistent with reason and community consensus and expectations. Capturing a favorable
precedent in a stare decisis system increases the value of the flow of wealth generated by that
precedent. In fact, the presence of stare decisis provides incentives to interest groups to try to
manipulate the path of cases that come before courts so as to try to influence which cases are
heard first and create stare decisis-setting precedents.120 The absence of binding precedent in
the form of stare decisis reduces the flow of wealth that can be generated from any given case,
thereby eliminating the unequal incentives that often exist for one party or the other to invest
heavily in altering the evolution of the law.
Moreover, the absence of binding stare decisis limits agency costs by judges. Because
subsequent judges retain the power to reconsider earlier decisions, outlier judges have a limited
ability to refashion the law according to their policy preferences. Instead, the law will come to
reflect the considered judgment of many judges rather than one or a small group of judges
seeking to change the direction of the law.
This is not say that, on net, a regime with strict stare decisis will be better or worse for
society.
It has been argued that stare decisis will tend to increase economic efficiency by
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increasing the predictability of legal rules.122 But it must be recognized that this benefit is
obtained at substantial cost, namely that stare decisis creates greater incentives for special
interest groups to invest resources in order to obtain favorable precedents that will pay out
returns over time. The possible value of a regime of strict precedent, therefore, must be
comparative between these two offsetting factors. Alternatively, this analysis may require
revisiting the purpose of stare decisis, and in particular the distinction between vertical stare
decisis in a hierarchical court system and horizontal stare decisis of equal courts through time
or with coequal jurisdictions. For instance, it may be that vertical stare decisis is necessary to
create predictability; nonetheless, one might still argue for attenuated use of stare decisis
through time or for decisions made by coequal courts.123
It must be recognized that in weighing the costs and benefits of stare decisis, therefore,
it is essential to remember that rent-seeking will be an inherent part of every system that
includes stare decisis. Because stare decisis allows one opinion to control the outcome of
cases in the future, it will have a capital value to repeat-players who will thus be encouraged to
invest resources to alter the future development of the law. Thus, a benefit of stare decisis is
that it conserves time and judicial resources because once decided an issue does not have to be
relitigated repeatedly. The more durable the precedent, however, the more parties will invest in
the original case to try to win a favorable precedent and the greater will be the incentive to try
to manipulate the path of precedent. These costs are inherent and cannot be eliminated. The
proper comparison for purposes of determining whether stare decisis is on net an efficient
doctrine must take include these inherent rent-seeking costs in the equation, a point which
previous scholars have not taken into account.124
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B.

The Importance of a Polycentric Legal Order

A second important historical institutional feature that affected the generation of the
common law was the polycentric legal order in which the common law developed. During the
era that the common law developed, there were multiple English courts with overlapping
jurisdictions over most of the issues that comprise the common law.125 As a result, parties
potentially could bring a particular lawsuit in a variety of different courts. In turn, this seems to
have created a type of competition among these various courts for business. Moreover, thee
was no clear hierarchy of appellate courts. It further appears that, in general, this competition
was conducted on the basis of which court provided the speediest and highest quality judicial
system. At the same time, this competitive process limited the ability of courts and special
interest litigants to use the courts as a mechanism for wealth transfers. America benefited from a
similar institutional regime under the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson, which established jurisdictional
competition in America during the nineteenth century, thereby limiting rent-seeking litigation and
encouraging the development of efficient law.
1.

Competition Among Courts in England

The common law is generally thought of as purely the law that was created by the
King’s Bench, primarily in the late-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in England. But the
King’s Bench was just one of several legal systems that existed and thrived through the
formative period of the common law’s evolution. The common law that emerged in the
eighteenth-century resulted not just from the decision-making of wise judges of the King’s
Bench, but was rather the result of a long period of competition and collaboration between that
court and numerous other courts with jurisdiction to resolve disputes.126 “We should
remember,” Arthur Hogue cautions, “that the law enforced in royal courts, and common to all
the realm of England, was in competition with concurrent rules enforced in other courts. . . . All
these courts and systems of law deserve mention in an account of growth of the common law,
for by the end of thirteenth century the common law had absorbed much, if not all, of the judicial
business of its competitors and may have borrowed heavily from them in the process of
aggrandizement.”127
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As an initial matter, ecclesiastical courts declared themselves independent from secular
authorities with respect to all issues under their scope.128 In turn, “Secular law itself was divided
into various competing types, including royal law, feudal law, manorial law, urban law, and
mercantile law.”129 Technically, each of the courts were limited in their jurisdictional reach. But
these limitations were difficult to define and easily evaded, such as by the use of procedural
fictions designed to camoflauge actions in such a manner as to try to shoehorn cases into
particular courts.130 For instance, Church courts held exclusive jurisdiction over matters of
testamentary succession and marriages, but it could often be difficult to determine whether
particular situations fell under the church’s jurisdiction or that of some other court.131 The use of
fictions allowed courts to recharacterize the form of pleading in a case, thereby claiming
jurisdiction over cases that the court would otherwise lack authority to hear. For instance, the
court of exchequer had jurisdiction over debts owed to the King, but not debts between two
private parties. Nonetheless, it was said that if a creditor owed the King (such as for taxes),
then the failure of a debtor to repay a debt imperiled the ability of the creditor to pay the King.
As a result, it was said that the exchequer could hear the dispute between the debtor and
creditor. This was a relatively simple fiction, however; the number and complexity of fictions
multiplied so as to evade formal jurisdictional limitations.132
Courts ferociously sought to protect their own jurisdictions while aggressively seeking to
expand into the jurisdictions of other courts. The King’s Bench, the Exchequer, and the Court
of Common Pleas heard many of the same cases and were consistently locked in heated
conflicts over allegations that one of these courts was exceeding its jurisdictional limits and
invading on the proper jurisdiction of a rival.133 Although they supposedly had independent
take their cases into the local courts of the counties, which administered local, customary law; men might
seek justice from the church courts administering rules of canon law, which touched many matters,
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jurisdictions, through the use of legal fictions and other mechanisms, by 1700 the three could be
said to have acquired comparable jurisdictions over most legal claims.134 Even the Magna
Carta itself arose in large part as a protest by the lords against the King’s efforts to infringe upon
the jurisdiction of the lords’ courts.135 As a result of this panoply of courts, Harold Berman
summarizes, “The same person might be subject to the ecclesiastical courts in one type of case,
the king’s courts in another, his lord’s courts in a third, the manorial court in a fourth, a town
court in a fifth, [and] a merchants’ court in a sixth.”136 Thus, even if the common law is defined
as the law of the royal courts, this law was shaped both by the internal dynamics of the various
royal courts as well as their interaction with other courts outside the framework of the royal
courts.137 “This arrangement, seemingly impracticable to modern eyes, was a feature of English
public life for five centuries.”138 In fact as late as 1765 Blackstone observed in his
Commentaries that multiple types of law still prevailed in England, including natural law, divine
law, the law of nations, the English common law, local customary law, Roman law (governing
Oxford and Cambridge Universities), ecclesiastical law, the law merchant, statutory law, and the
law merchant.139
Each of these courts generated their revenues from the fees paid by litigants.140 This
created a system of competition among the courts for filings, leading courts to compete to
comparable jurisdiction over common pleas.”); id. (noting that although each court had some limited
exclusive jurisdiction, “[T]he bulk of ordinary business was shared between the three courts.”). Although
these three were the most important royal courts that comprised the common law, there were actually seven
such courts: (1) General Eyres, (2) Common Please, (3) King’s Bench, (4) Exchequr, (5) Commissions of
Assize, (6) Oyer and Terminer, and (7) Gaol Delivery. HOGUE, supra note, at 189. Indeed, as noted above,
these conflicts over jurisdiction were the primary issues recorded in early published opinions, rather than
the substantive results generated in those cases. Only cases involving freehold of land were required to
come before the King’s courts in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. See supra notes ___-___ and
accompanying text; see also Rowley, supra note, at 371.
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provide the most unbiased, accurate, reasonable, and prompt resolution of disputes.141 Litigants
could vote with their feet, patronizing those courts that provided the most effective judgment.
This meant that judges had to respond to their customers, the individuals who actually used the
courts, rather than powerful special interests trying to impose rent-seeking rules involuntarily on
passive citizens. This competitive process also led courts to recognize the legal innovations of
their rivals, generating flexibility and high-quality justice. As Plucknett observes, even though the
various courts were rivals, they “were, in fact, on intimate terms. It did not matter so much that
they were usually terms of rivalry,” he continues, “for even then they kept close watch upon
developments in other institutions, and competed in providing the best remedy.”142 Equally
important, this competitive process forced the various courts to focus on the substance of the
underlying actions, rather than the formal labels and terms of pleading used in each of the court
systems. This required the judges of the various courts to elevate the various legal rules from
the status of mere precedents and forms of pleadings that were unique to each court to
conceptual categories that could be transferred from one court to another. This need to elevate
particular cases to higher conceptual categories provided a powerful impetus for improvement
and rationalization of the law.143
In short, a market for law prevailed, with numerous court systems competing for market
share.
This competitive process generated rules that satisfied the demand of consumers for
fairness, consistency, and reasonableness. Although law and economics scholars generally
recognize the advantages of markets in ordering individual and social affairs, recent scholars
have curiously overlooked this important historical element of the development of the common
law’s efficiency.145 But the point was actually recognized as early as Adam Smith. Smith
observed in the Wealth of Nations, “The fees of court seem originally to have been the
principal support of the different courts of justice in England. Each court endeavoured to draw
144
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to itself as much business as it could, and was, upon that account, willing to take cognizance of
many suits which were not originally intended to fall under its jurisdiction.”146 Through the use of
legal fictions, the courts could evade de jure limitations on their respective jurisdictions and
thereby compete for the business of litigants. “In consequence of such fictions,” Smith
observes, “it came in many cases, to depend altogether upon the parties before what court they
would chuse to have their cause tried; and each court endeavoured, by superior dispatch and
impartiality, to draw to itself as many causes as it could.”147 Smith went on to ascribe the
positive evolution of the English common law to the competition between the various courts:
“The present admirable constitution of the courts of justice in England was, perhaps, originally in
a great measure, formed by this emulation, which anciently took place between their respective
judges; each judge endeavouring to give, in his own court, the speediest and most effectual
remedy, which the law would admit, for every sort of injustice.”148 In his Lectures on
Jurisprudence Smith observed, “Another thing which tended to support the liberty of the
people and render the proceedings in the courts very exact, was the rivalship which arose
betwixt them.”149 Smith also noted that requiring judges to compete for fees would cause them
to work harder and more efficiently, thereby removing incentives for judges to shirk or to
indulge their personal preferences.150
The presence of a market for law with several competing producers of law provides a
powerful part of the explanation of why the common law system tended to generate efficient
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rules. The King’s Bench must be understood as just one actor within a system of several
competing producer’s of law. The “common law,” therefore, is the law that evolved from this
competitive process, and the borrowing, winnowing, and evolutionary process that it generated.
As with any market process, therefore, the end result of this process can be understood as the
spontaneous result of the process, created by the interactions of the many individuals who
comprise the process, rather than a particular identifiable author. Where there are numerous
suppliers of a service and individuals can freely choose among them, this competition will limit
the ability to use the court system as a mechanism for redistributing wealth. Where authorities
lack the power to coerce parties into their jurisdiction and impose their will, it is difficult to enact
inefficient rules because parties can exit the disfavored jurisdiction. Merchants, for instance,
have long used the law merchant courts (today international commercial arbitration) to escape
unwise and overreaching legal rules. The lesson of the historical record is that under such
conditions, the court system responded by providing decisions that reflected widespread
consensus and efficiency, rather than the interests of a few well-organized special interests.
Moreover, many of the concepts and doctrines later associated with the common law
had their genesis in other courts, such as the law merchant, chancery, or ecclesiastical courts.
For much of the history of the common law, Berman observes, contract law in the common law
courts (King’s Bench and Common Pleas) remained poorly developed and the system of
pleading and proof highly formal. The common law courts were thus really a stagnant,
intellectual backwater for dealing with legal issues involving persons rather than land. Milsom
observes that land law dominated English law, especially in the common law courts.
“Compared with relationships concerning land, other kinds of legal relationship, and in particular
those which we talk about under the headings of contract and tort, were of little consequence.
If therefore we allow the age to speak for itself, it will not have so much to say about them.
And if we mainly allow the records of the king’s courts to speak for the age, we shall hear
relatively even less.”151 This “arrested development” of the common law of contract, Fifoot
adds, “was due not so much to the paucity of litigation as to the lack of any comprehensive
principle to which isolated decisions could be adjusted.”152 The common law courts thus
handled routine matters such as “recognizances,” which were essentially penal bonds on which
creditors could levy upon the failure of the debtor to perform on a contract. They were thus
probably not properly characterized as independent contractual obligations at all, but rather
glorified debt-collection devices. Parties would often use the common law courts in a collusive
or even fictitious manner to create a judgment on a debt of record that the creditor could later
use to collect upon default.153 To the extent that this provided the bulk of the actions in the
royal courts, it is easier to understand why the royal courts failed to develop a more robust
body of contract defenses and the like. Simpson, for instance, estimates that in the sample year
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of 1572, 503 actions were brought on bonds in contrast to only three actions brought in
assumpsit.154
Although legal developments in the common law courts may have stagnated during this
time, they continued apace in rival jurisdictions. Contract law was highly developed in several of
the other courts, leading parties to ignore the royal courts and resolve their disputes elsewhere.
Generations of legal historians have remarked on the paucity of contract law disputes brought in
the common law courts for the first several centuries of its history.155 These rival courts included
local courts, ecclesiastical courts, law merchant courts, and Chancery. Although they will be
discussed distinctly here for purposes of exposition, in practice, the boundaries between these
systems were highly fluid as there was a great deal of cross-fertilization between them.
Local courts resolved many issues of contract law and other forms of personal legal
relations for centuries. These courts included both town and feudal courts.156 Independent
local courts in towns and manors gave remedies in cases where the King’s courts would not;
Plucknett observes that these country courts “developed a reasonable mass of settled practice”
for dealing with contract disputes even though they did not have well-theorized concept of
contract law. 157 These local courts provided a place of first resort for the bulk of Englanders
pursuing claims in contract or tort.158
Ecclesiastical courts were also a major rival. The ecclesiastical courts also offered a
highly-developed body of contract law and other law, leading many layman to bring their cases
in the ecclesiastical courts.159 William Stubbs notes that the canon law courts “claimed
jurisdiction over everything that had to do with the souls of men,” a claim that potentially
includes almost any “region of social obligation.”160 The assertion of authority over all “spiritual
matters” meant in practice that the church was able to create a sort of “shadow claim” for
almost every claim recognized in other legal jurisdictions, from contract, to debt, to criminal law,
to testamentary succession. 161 In addition to this subject matter jurisdiction, “any person could
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bring suit in an ecclesiastical court, or could remove a case from a secular court to an
ecclesiastical court, even against the will of the other party, on the ground of ‘default of secular
justice.’”162 Even though ordinary contracts fell under the jurisdiction of lay courts, breaking a
promise, especially one made under oath, was also a sin. 163 As a result, ecclesiastical courts
could assert jurisdiction over many contract cases.164 Other areas of the law affecting laymen,
such as family law and intestate succession, were almost completely under the jurisdiction of the
ecclesiastical courts.165 Common law innovations in procedural areas also owe a large debt to
canon law influence.166 Even the mundane issues of contract and property law could be
characterized as raising spiritual issues that could trigger the church’s jurisdiction.167 The
availability of rival courts under independent powers—Pope and king—provided a powerful
mechanism for legal development.168 This was both direct, by the innovations of the
ecclesiastical courts, as well as indirect by pressuring other courts to innovate.169 Also, many of
the Chancellors of the Chancery Court were clerics who were trained in the canon law tradition
and brought the principles of the canon law with them to the Chancery bench.170 Canon law
was root of such fundamental equitable principles as the requirements of good faith and fair
dealing in transactions, as well as the remedy of specific performance.171 This fierce rivalry
between the ecclesiastical courts and other courts persisted for hundreds of years, and was
ended only when the Reformation brought the church, and hence its courts, under the King’s
power.172
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Most important in the realm of commercial law and contracts was the law merchant, or
lex mercatoria.173 The law merchant was born in the commercial city-states of Italy in the
early medieval period.174 The birth of the law merchant in Italy was fortuitous, as this also
encouraged cross-fertilization between the law merchant and canon law. The universal reach of
the Church crossing national boundaries also had the effect of universalizing law, creating a type
of “law of nations” that could be applied nearly uniformly throughout Europe.175 As a result, the
ecclesiastical law provided a powerful complement to the universalizing nature of the law
merchant, which found its expression through the customs of merchants, which were largely
universal as well.176 The canon law offered a long and intellectually robust legal tradition that
could be grafted onto the law merchant. Whereas the law merchant was a collection of informal
procedures and customary law, the canon law provided an intellectual framework that could be
used to organize the law merchant into a coherent legal system. But equally important, the
canon law offered an intellectual framework to synthesize the law merchant without creating an
oppressive set of procedural and substantive rules that would have the effect of strangling it.
For instance, canon law provided a moral grounding for enforcement of practices of good faith
and fair dealing which still provide the foundation of commercial law and practice today. 177
“[R]unning through all the mass of particular rules” of the canon law system were “two guiding
principles that the procedure must be simple and speedy, and the law must be equitable.”178
These principles provided a powerful organizing principle for the emergence of the law
merchant. As Holdsworth observes, these principles justified the “purging of the law of barren
technicalities which enable the merchants” to devise their own procedures and substantive law
free from the heavy-hand of legal formalities.179 “That the usages and practice of the merchants
themselves were the main source of the law is clear from the literature on the subject.”180 In
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addition, the lex mercatoria also reflected influences of Roman law,181 the Lex Rhodia
customary commercial law of the Mediterranean identified in the third century,182 and to the
Middle East, where commerce emerged earlier than in Europe183.
In fact, much of the fabric of sophisticated contract law was rooted in the law merchant,
not the common law courts. Thus, the law merchant offered a range of innovative equitable
defenses, such as defenses of fraud, duress, and mistake.184 The law merchant also developed
rules protecting bona-fide purchasers for value well before the common law did.185 The
common law did not adopt these defenses until the incorporation of the law merchant into the
common law many years later. Thus, the law merchant modernized contract law well before the
common law courts did.186 Indeed, the law merchant courts themselves faced competition from
other courts--the common law, ecclesiastical, etc.187 As a result, the law merchant confronted
the same competitive pressures to innovate and modernize that the other jurisdictions also
confronted.
The law merchant eventually migrated to England through the pressures of international
trade as England joined the family of commercial nations.188 England in turn followed the world
trend of creating a set of unique courts and a body of procedural and substantive rules that drew
merchants into its courts.189 Disputes between merchants over contracts, notes, or other
181
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commercial affairs, were tried in these specialized tribunals.190 As Thomas Scrutton observed,
“If you read the [common] law reports of the seventeenth century you will be struck with one
very remarkable fact; either Englishmen of that day did not engage in commerce, or they appear
not to have been litigious people in commercial matters, each of which alternatives appears
improbable.”191 He then provides the answer to his puzzle, “The reason why there were hardly
any cases dealing with commercial matters in the Reports of the Common Law Courts is that
such cases were dealt with by special Courts and under a special law. That law was an oldestablished law and largely based on mercantile customs.”192 In fact, the common law courts
were jurisdictionally prohibited from hearing cases involving contracts that were to be
performed outside England because of the unavailability to collect the relevant facts through the
process of a jury trial. 193 The common law also lacked jurisdiction over torts committed
abroad.194 Given the relatively undeveloped nature of the English economy relative to the rest of
Europe during the Middle Ages, this jurisdictional limitation barred the common law courts from
almost all important commercial litigation. Because most large commercial activity was
performed by foreign merchants, the law merchant dominated the development of the
commercial law.195 The law merchant courts applied to both international and domestic
transactions between merchants.196 Indeed, over time the law merchant rules came to govern
all commercial transactions in which either of the parties was a merchant, including domestic
traders.197 During the Stuart era, the bulk of mercantile litigation was . . . committed to private
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arbitration.”198 Thus, there was no demand by merchants for the common law to innovate
because merchants were satisfied with the rules produced by the lex mercatoria. On the other
side, there was little opportunity or social need for the common law to innovate because
contract and other disputes were being adequately resolved in the law merchant courts and
elsewhere.199
Law merchant courts prospered in towns, fairs, and various markets.200 Medieval
trading fairs and major commercial towns provided courts for merchants to resolve disputes
over contracts and torts.201 These were referred to as the courts of “piepowder,” so named
because the courts heard and ruled on cases before the dust could fall from the feet of the
merchants at the fairs.202 The right to hold a trading fair included within it a right to offer a
piepowder court to resolve disputes arising during the fair.203 These courts offered swift
resolution of disputes with a minimum of procedural formalities.204 Rather than the archaic
substantive rules of the common law, the law merchant courts offered law grounded in
commercial custom consistent with the merchants’ expectations.205 Juries were composed of
merchants themselves, often drawn from multiple nationalities.206 The Carta Mercatoria of
1303 promised protection for foreign merchants, including access to speedy justice in the event
of a dispute as well as promising that any jury would be composed of half foreign merchants.207
Lawyers were generally barred from the proceedings as disruptive of the speedy and informal
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resolutions of disputes.208 The courts of various fairs maintained information networks that
made possible the transnational enforcement of judgments. As a result, an unpaid judgment
from a fair held in England, for instance, could be enforced against a merchant in a piepowder
court in Italy. The failure to perform the judgment resulted not only in punishment to the
merchant, but the exclusion of the merchant’s fellow countrymen from the fair.209
The courts of the Staple also provided their own set of arbitral courts to resolve
disputes arising in the markets of the most important articles of commerce in England, such as
wool, woolfells, leather lead, and tin.210 Under the “Statute of the Staple,” enacted in 1353,
common law courts were specifically prohibited from hearing disputes arising from contracts
made on the staple markets and the staple courts were expressly instructed to apply the law
merchant and not the common law.211 The jurisdiction of the staple court was broad exclusive,
including claims concerning debt, covenant, and trespass under its head, and excluding the
king’s courts in all cases but freehold or felony.212 Indeed, under the Carta Mercatoria
Edward I expressly granted merchants the right to enter into contracts consistent with
commercial custom, rather than forcing them to fit their transactions into the form favored by the
common law.213 As Holdsworth summed up the situation in the era of the flourishing law
merchant, “With the merchant, his courts and his law the common law had little concern.”214 In
part, this was because of the incompetence of the common law courts to deal credibly with
commercial disputes.215 To understand the common law of England, especially prior to the
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eighteenth century, therefore, it is crucial to understand the history of the law merchant as a rival
jurisdiction to the common law.216
Through the leadership of Coke and Mansfield the law merchant was eventually
incorporated into the common law.217 Under Coke’s lead, the common law began to chip
away at the jurisdiction of the law merchant courts over commercial disputes beginning in the
seventeenth century, by increasingly looking to merchant custom as a source of legal
understanding.218 Mansfield completed the revolution in the commercial jurisprudence of the
common law courts by incorporating the law merchant into the common law.219 In so doing,
Mansfield overthrew the common law’s encrusted and dysfunctional precedent regarding
economic relations among merchants to try to increase the common law’s control over
commercial law.220 The law merchant had proven itself responsive to the innovations and needs
of commercial practice, whereas the common law remained loyal to archaic doctrines from an
earlier age of commerce and earlier technologies. Mansfield largely adopted the law merchant’s
rules on everything from rules of evidence to the substantive rules of negotiable instruments in
response to competitive pressures from the law merchant court system. 221 Modern conceptions
of partnership and other business forms originated in the law merchant,222 as did warranties of
quality and the fellow-servant doctrine.223 In addition, Mansfield made substantial use of special
216
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merchant juries as a mechanism for bringing merchant custom into the common law and making
it a basis for an integration of merchant practice into the common law.224 Still other law
merchant concepts found their way into the common law through the initial mediation of the
Chancery Court, as the Chancery sought to draw business to itself in the great competition with
the common law courts.225
The stricter form of the incorporation thesis has been questioned in recent years.226 For
current purposes, however, quibbles over the direct historical lineage of the law merchant into
the common law are largely beside the point. There is little question that at the very least the
law merchant courts innovated in the realm of commercial law well-before the common law
recognized many of these concepts and that the competition between these courts drove the
common law under Coke to innovate to preserve its market share. Moreover, it is evident from
the historical record that Lord Mansfield was clearly aware of the law merchant and many of its
principles. In responding to this interjurisdictional competition, therefore, the rivalry had the
effect of driving the common law toward efficiency.
Finally, standing behind the common law was the Court of Chancery. It was wellunderstood that in part the inflexibility and lack of creativity was justified by the recognition that
any undue hardship caused by the common law’s rigor could be ameliorated by the equitable
remedies available in Chancery. In the name of predictability and consistency, common law
therefore adopted bright-line rules that occasionally worked hardship on litigants.227
224
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Nonetheless, this hardship was not the end of the story, as it was well-recognized that
individuals could resort to equity to prevent the injustice. Baker writes, “”[I]f the common law
remained inflexible, the Chancery was an obvious source of relief. It could give better remedies
than the common law courts, and could give remedies where the regular courts gave none.”228
Equity provided a defense where, for instance, a bond was wholly or partially satisfied but not
recovered by the debtor. Equity also provided relief in situations of contractual mistake and
created the equity of redemption primarily for situations of mistake or bad faith.229 Given the
widespread recognition of the interaction between common law and equity at the time, it would
be inaccurate to end one’s analysis by merely pointing out the absurdity of some of the common
law’s rules. Exceptions from the common law’s harsh rules was to be sought in Chancery.
In principle, the Chancery court could act whenever the operation of the common law
would work an injustice. Thus, Chancery was available in cases of fraud, forgery and duress,
for which no relief was available at common law.230 This mandate was often construed broadly.
For example, Chancery could intervene on the basis of the inadequacy of the common law
remedy available to a party for a breach of contract, not just because of the inadequacy of the
common law conception of contract. This allowed the Chancery court to act to award specific
performance of a contract, a remedy unavailable at common law. 231 For a time in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries the common law courts feared that Chancery’s flexibility and procedural
advantages would allow the Chancery courts to displace the common law courts as the
dominant legal institutions of England, and in fact, the common law courts lost a substantial
number of cases to Chancery. 232 Spurred by this competition, the common law courts
responded by designing procedural and substantive innovations “which would win back the
patronage of the litigants and the lawyers who advised them.”233 For instance, Coke’s impetus
for introducing the law merchant into the common law was in large part a response to the
Chancery’s earlier successes in doing the same.234
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Although the competition from other courts to the common law was in the realm of
personal law, such as contracts and torts, students of the law will recognize that the Chancery
courts played a powerful role in generating improvements to the law of real property as well. In
particular, the development of such vehicles as equitable trusts provided individuals with
dramatic legal innovations that made it easier for them to execute their legal affairs. It should not
be surprising that the great innovation in property forms thus arose during an era of robust
interjurisdictional competition between the common law and chancery.235 Absent the
competition from Chancery, there was no dynamic at work to drive the common law toward
innovation in property forms leading the common law to stagnate. This likely explains the
otherwise puzzling numerous clauses doctrine of the common law, which limits the forms of
property rights that can be designed in real property. 236 Cases involving the ownership and
transfer of real property were the sole jurisdiction of the common law courts. Monopolies
generally exercise their monopoly power by restricting supply. In the context of real property
law, this predicted supply restriction could plausibly take the form of restricting the number of
property forms available to individuals. Competition, by contrast, should have the effect of
increasing supply over the monopoly rate of provision. This seems to be what occurred during
the era of a flourishing competition between common law and Chancery law, when Chancery
developed a number of fictions to evade the common law’s monoply. Through the Statute of
Uses the common law was able to “capture . . . the more important of those uses, which had
become a new species of property under the fostering hand of the Chancellor.”237 Thus, by
imitating the Chancery innovations—and by increasing the forms of property available under the
common law—the common law was able to maintain its market share. By contrast, the
reinstatement of a monopoly court system brings with it a traditional restriction of supply—in this
context reflected in the numerous clauses doctrine.
In turn, the common law courts were actively competing with these courts; for example,
it appears that the eventual demise of the vibrancy of the local courts was a result of being outcompeted by the common law. 238 In response to the vibrancy of the merchant law courts,
common law judges developed the notion of assumpsit as a mechanism for adjudicating
contract claims that fell outside the traditional “procedural shackles” of debt and covenant that
had stymied the development of the common law.239 Assumpsit allowed the common law for
the first time to develop a coherent mechanism for developing a true contract doctrine.240 At
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other times, however, this competition was not so benign. 241 For instance, the King’s
establishment of Admiralty courts in the Fourteenth century to compete against local mercantile
courts was driven not by the desire to improve the law but to force all foreign trade to pass
through these monopolistic organizations, primarily to simplify customs control.242 Nevertheless,
the Admiralty courts expressly rejected the strict pleading requirements of the common law
courts, following procedures much more similar to those of the law merchant courts.243
Similarly, the Reformation predictably narrowed the independent jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical
courts on issues of contract law. As for the law merchant, Baker observes that reasons for its
decline is not wholly clear. In large part, it appears to have been a victim of the creeping power
of the common law courts, which imposed its own bureaucratic practices and asserted the right
to hear appeals from the law merchant courts. Eventually, this creeping legalization of the law
merchant courts undermined the flexibility and speed that had attracted merchants to the law
merchant courts in the first place.244
Regardless of the reason, over time, and especially under Coke’s leadership, the
common law eventually came to displace these competing jurisdictions and to assert control
over the commercial law of England. Although this increased the power of the King and the
common law judges, Holdsworth observes that to “the litigant [it] meant much inconvenience.
To the commercial law of this country it meant slower development. But to the common law it
meant a capacity for expansion, and a continued supremacy over the law of the future which
consolidated the victories won in the political contests of the 17th century. If Lord Mansfield is
to be credited with the honourable title of the founder of the commercial law of this country, it
must be allowed that Coke gave to the founder of that law his opportunity.”245 Similarly,
Plucknett observes, “It is therefore not unfair to say that Coke’s influence made for the
establishment of a supreme common law, and for the abolition or severe restriction of all other
forms of law in the country. His triumph therefore introduced a certain narrowness and
conservatism which stood in the way of reform.”246
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Thus, even though contract law in the common law courts remained relatively
undeveloped during this period, it appears that this gap was filled by local courts, law merchant
courts (the lex mercatoria), and ecclesiastical courts. Plucknett speculates that the strength of
these competing legal system may explain why the common law remained so undeveloped. He
writes, “It may be said with some fairness that the existence on the one hand of mercantile
jurisdictions, and on the other of the spiritual courts which could bring moral pressure to bear,
together with the remedies available locally, afford some explanation for the common law courts
declining to expend their law of contract. . . . [T]he common law apparently felt that it could
abstain with a clear conscience, knowing that the matter was already in the expert hands of the
Church and the merchants . . . .”247 By contrast, the common law itself developed a relatively
inflexible, formalistic, and cumbersome regime.248 The rigors of the forms of action undermined
the coherent evolution of the common law system of contract, causing the common law to lag
well behind these other legal regimes that provided the engine for reform of contract law.
Church courts were also well ahead of lay courts in the evolution of modern rules of proof and
procedure in contract disputes.249 On the other hand, the absorption of these principles into the
common law made possible improvement of the law by extending their reach all transactions,
rather than limiting their application to just the individuals subject to the various specialized
jurisdictions, such as merchants or shippers.250
This history also provides the answer to Landes and Posner's puzzle as to why
competition among courts did not generate pro-plaintiff doctrine in the several courts of the
land.251 In fact, Landes and Posner acknowledge that the historical record appears to be
inconsistent with the prediction of their model that courts would compete by generating proplaintiff rules.252 “Why it did not emerge . . . presents an interesting question for further
research.”253 Indeed, in the common law courts, there was in fact much pro-plaintiff doctrine,
such as a notable absence of defenses to contract and the like.254 These courts were little more
than debt collection courts that required little in the way of developed contract jurisprudence
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and responded in kind. In the other courts, however, such as the lex mercatoria,
ecclesiastical, and Chancery courts, a far different dynamic was at work. In those courts legal
disputes were characterized by a high degree of reciprocity. Because merchant law was rooted
in the customs of traders, this reflected the reciprocal nature of inclusive customs. Merchants
could never predict which side of a dispute they would be on, as a result they did not favor
either pro-plaintiff or pro-defendant rules. Instead, they favored efficient rules that minimized
the transaction costs of conducting transactions. Nor would the ecclesiastical courts have been
expected to provide pro-plaintiff rules. Rather, the rules provided in these courts reflected the
influence of canon and Roman law. Canon law doctrines reflected the influence of equitable
considerations rooted in Church teachings, thus the law was required to be fair, equitable, and
reasonable, thereby limiting the ability of Canon law courts to compete on pure pro-plaintiff
doctrine. Roman law reflected a heritage similar to that of the law merchant, a body of law that
evolved through reciprocity based interactions in Rome. The Chancery courts reflected many of
these same influences.
In addition, in many of these interactions the parties had a preexisting relationship
amenable to private contractual ordering, such as for products liability, medical malpractice, or
some other relationship. Traditionally, these were understood as relations of a contractual
nature and would thus be driven by the logic of the evolution of contract law, not tort.255 It has
only been in recent decades that tort law has expanded to fill the areas traditionally governed by
contract law. Moreover, as noted, most of the disputes in question arose from conflicts
between two individuals, not an institutional repeat player. Under these conditions, reciprocity
norms would tend to govern the evolution of legal doctrine, not rent-seeking norms. Moreover,
pure stranger conflicts were likely very rare in the evolution of the common law, thus the
relevant margin on which courts would have been competing by producing legal doctrine would
have been in the far more common situation where a preexisting relationship existed.
Perhaps most crucial was that even though parties faced few formal constraints on
where to bring their suits, in fact this choice was usually make ex ante rather than ex post. To
be sure there is no evidence of widespread use of choice of law or choice of forum clauses
written into contracts. But there were clearly-established norms and expectations as to which
court would hear a lawsuit that arose under a given contract. Thus, there were a set of default
expectations as to which court would hear a given cases to which parties tacitly adhered. For
merchants, for instance, it was expected that the law merchant would hear disputes that arose
unless some other court (such as common law) was expressly specified.256 This set of
assumptions about the default courts that would hear a given case meant that forum choice was
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in fact ex ante and made when the parties would be uncertain as to which would be the
possible plaintiff or defendant under a subsequent suit. Once a given forum was implicitly
chosen ex ante, breach of the agreement was enforced by the threat of ostracism against
merchants who refused to allow the case to be heard in the agreed-upon forum or to fail to
abide by the judgment of the court.257 Ostracism from the merchant community effectively
ended the offending merchant’s career.258 By making the choice of forum an ex ante choice,
this promoted beneficial forum-shopping for efficient law and discouraged forum-shopping for
law that systematically favored one party over another.
This also explains why there was a tendency toward efficiency, rather than random drift
between efficiency and inefficiency, as predicted by previous models.259 Earlier scholars
focused on the incentives of litigants to push the law toward efficiency or inefficiency. And it is
true that where there is weak precedent, litigants do in fact lack such an incentive and random
drift may result. But in a polycentric legal order, judges, not litigants were the residual claimants
for the results of legal doctrine. Because judges were paid from legal fees, they would maximize
their fees when business increased. And, as the foregoing analysis has demonstrated, a
particular court maximized its business through the provision of efficient legal rules, giving judges
an incentive to push for efficient rules. As a result, random drift would not result; instead, there
would be an incentive for judges to favor efficient rules because they could capture the benefits
that accrued from them.
When the common law courts swallowed-up these other courts, this had the effect of
transferring this preexisting body of law directly into the common law. Rather than a piecemeal
acceptance of these doctrines, the common law took entire bodies of law, that had grown up in
an environment of reciprocal interactions. This direct incorporation of these entire bodies of law
accounts for the sudden appearance of systematic and coherent bodies of law during a brief
period in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It also accounts for why the competition
among courts generated efficient law, rather than pro-plaintiff law. As the jurisdiction of the
royal courts expanded over time, eventually many of the doctrines first developed in these rival
courts were absorbed into the common law courts.260 It was during this period that the
common law first adopted the distinction between contract and tort, a distinction that had long
prevailed in the law applied in Chancery, Admiralty, Star Chamber, and other royal courts.261
Notions of unjust enrichment and quasi-contract prevailed in numerous other courts well before
being received into the common law, albeit it an altered form.262 The fundamental concept of
negotiability in bills of exchange emerged among merchants as early as the thirteenth century; the
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common law did not recognized the doctrine until 1603.263 The concept of respondeat
superior, the idea that employers are vicariously liable for the harm caused by the negligence of
their employees, was incorporated into the common law from the maritime law of the Admiralty
courts and the law merchant.264 Berman and Reid note that other developments in the common
law in the early eighteenth-century reflect the powerful influence of courts such as the law
merchant and maritime courts.265
The discussion here should be qualified in one respect, however, in that it may overstate
the differences between the royal courts on one hand and other competing courts. Through the
use of legal fictions, it appears that there may have been some changes going on in the current
law that were not fully recognized until later dates. As previously noted, legal fictions had long
been used by courts seeking to expand their jurisdiction, as well as to evade archaic modes of
proof. 266 Beginning in the seventeenth century, however, the courts started using fictions to
change the substantive laws as well.267 Through the use of fictions, such as the action of
“special assumpsit,” the common law courts expanded their jurisdiction to take account of a
wide variety of contracts that previously had been subject to the jurisdiction of the Chancery,
Admiralty, High Commission, and Star Chamber. Baker argues, for instance, that the
recognition of a claim in assumpsit merely gave the common law courts an express mechanism
for hearing cases that they were deciding already under different procedural headings.268
Similarly, the common law courts lacked the power to hear cases entered into with traders from
other countries; nonetheless, by engaging in jurisdictional fictions the common law was able to
assert jurisdiction over the growing commercial practice.269 Although this served to “unify[ ] the
English law of contract,” it also hardened contract law doctrines, depriving it of the flexibility that
characterized the contract law of the other courts.270
Subject to this slight qualifications, the history of the English common law suggests that
those who examine only the body of law developed in the royal courts prior to the nineteenth
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century in order to understand the actual "law of England" may be looking in the wrong place.
Much legal modernization was actually being carried out in courts other than the common law
courts, and those were the courts where parties were litigating their claims. Except for control
over land, multiple courts maintained competing jurisdictions with the common law on almost all
other matters that touched the personal legal affairs of Englanders. Many of the eventual
innovations of the common law courts in later times were merely the absorption of these welldeveloped bodies of law from other courts into the common law, rather than a fundamental
redirection of the common law itself. Moreover, through the use of legal fictions many of these
changes, such as the adoption of negligence principles, may have been implicitly operating prior
to the nineteenth century although they were not formally announced until then.
Thus, the market for law created by the polycentric nature of the historic common law
gave rise to a pro-efficiency dynamic of market competition. As Rowley concludes, “The
competitive nature of early common law evolution inevitably provided a powerful impulse for the
law to reflect the interests of the litigants and, in this sense, to be efficient. For exit, and to a
lesser extent voice, were available weapons to those who became disenchanted with the writs
and their court interpretations.”271 At the same time, this nonhierarchical and decentralized
institutional structure insulated the common law from rent-seeking pressures and constrained
judges. Judicial agency costs only became a real problem after the centralization of the legal
system and the demise of competing legal jurisdictions. Prior to that time, the ability of parties
to “vote with their feet” constrained judicial power to pursue their personal preferences. Thus,
it may be that this need to constrain judicial discretion through stricter stare decisis was a
response to the breakdown of the traditional mechanism for constraining judges. Given this
interdependent relationship between rules of precedent on one hand and the structure of the
court system on the other, Judge Kozinski may not be correct in his intuition, "It is entirely
possible that lawyers of the eighteenth century, had they been confronted with the regime of
rigid precedent that is in common use today, would have reacted with alarm."272 To be sure, the
nature of precedent has changed since the Nineteenth Century, but this because the nature of
the court system has changed as well. The deminse of a polycentric legal order in fact suggests
a need for a doctrine of stare decisis as a mechanism to control judicial discretion in the
absence of the opportunity of parties to choose their court. The common law emerged from this
dynamic process of competition, as entrepreneurial competitors created new legal doctrines and
copied successful innovations from one another. This helped to create efficiency in the common
law and insulate it from public choice influences.
2.

The American Experience: Swift and Erie

Through the nineteenth century, the United States had a legal regime similar to the
polycentric legal order in England. Under the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson,273 which prevailed
until Erie Railroad v. Tompkins,274 the United States had a similar system of competing courts
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with overlapping jurisdictions. Although similar, the systems were not identical, leading to
different evolutionary paths. Under Swift common law cases in diversity actions could be
brought either under the common law of a particular state or general federal common law,
thereby generating overlapping common law jurisdictions for the same act. Traditional
mythology has held that this created an incentive for forum-shopping by plaintiffs seeking proplaintiff legal rules, and that as a result, Justice Brandeis rejected the Swift doctrine in Erie,
ruling that can be no general federal common law.275 The conclusion that Swift should have
been abandoned on those grounds is questionable on for several reasons.276 Despite the
similarities between England and the United States, however, there were some important
differences between the English polycentric system and the American system under Swift v.
Tyson that eventually created several problems with the American system. Nonetheless, there
is ample evidence that availability of competing courts under Swift explains much of the
evolution toward efficient legal doctrines in the United States in the Nineteenth Century.
Moreover, Erie's abandonment of Swift and its replacement with a less-competitive regime has
reduced a power constraint on rent-seeking behavior in the state courts that has led to many of
the problems in common law doctrine in recent years.
The diversity jurisdiction of the federal courts empowers those courts to hear disputes
that arise between residents of two different states. Under Swift v. Tyson, however, the federal
courts had more than just the authority to hear those disputes. The federal courts also had the
power to develop their own common law to apply to those disputes. This effectively gave
litigants not only a choice of forum, but also a choice of law. Moreover, the federal courts and
state courts shared jurisdiction within the same geographic area, subject only to the limitation
that the disputants could establish diversity.
Recent scholarship has suggested that Erie was not animated by excessive forum
shopping, but was intended to prevent individuals from escaping inefficient and burdensome
state regulation that was generally animated by the influence of special interests.277 Federal
courts were hostile to progressive state laws that interfered with common law principles of
freedom of contract, and relied on time-honored common law principles to strike down those
regulations.278 Brandeis, being a progressive, was disturbed by this development and sought to
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deprive the federal courts of this power. This is ironic, for as previously noted, the presence of
overlapping legal jurisdictions was a source of freedom that allowed individuals to escape the
clutches of special-interest oriented legal rules. Indeed, Justice Story implicitly recognized the
importance of this issue in Swift, as his opinion in Swift was animated by the desire to allow the
federal courts to develop the commercially-sophisticated and modern practices of the law
merchant.279 And, in fact, history clearly indicates that the body of commercial law developed
in the federal courts during the Swift era was substantially superior to that in the state courts.280
Because federal law was grounded in commercial custom it tended to produce efficiencyenhancing law.281 By contrast, state law was provincial, ignorant, and dominated by the rentseeking influences of local special interests.282 By prohibiting competition between the state and
federal legal systems within the same jurisdictions for the same acts, this competition was ended,
leaving individuals subject to the regulation of the state. True, competition among different
states continued, but this competition is limited and subject to judicial enforcement of choice-oflaw clauses in contracts.
It was traditionally understood that the diversity jurisdiction of the federal courts was
intended not only to serve as an alternative forum to protect out of state interests, but that it was
intended to provide an alternative body of law to protect out of state interests, especially
creditors.283 In fact, it was generally understood that it would largely pointless to provide an
alternative forum to litigate cases if the court would still apply parochial state laws that could
discriminate against out of state interests under the guise of facial neutrality.284 As Justice Story
observed in a different case, "[I]n controversies affecting citizens of other states, and in no
degree arising from local regulations, as for instance, foreign contracts of a commercial nature, I
think that it can hardly be maintained, that the laws of a state, to which they have no reference,
however, narrow, injudicious and inconvenient they may be, are to be the exclusive guides for
judicial decision. Such a construction would defeat nearly all of the objects for which the
constitution has provided a national court."285 Similarly, Tony Freyer observes, “The national
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courts were established in order to protect the rights of citizens of different states and nations
from unfavorable local law.”286
Swift created the opportunity for forum-shopping by giving plaintiffs and defendants the
choice of whether to sue in state court or federal court in diversity cases. As Bridwell and
Whitten observe, "This kind of 'forum shopping' was exactly what the diversity jurisdiction was
designed to accomplish."287 At the time this choice actually tended to vindicate the parties
legitimate expectations by establishing a background of rules to govern the dispute. Like the ex
ante expectation of forum choice under the English system, it was generally understood by the
parties when they entered into a contract under the Swift system which court system would
govern a subsequent dispute.288 Where the exchange took place between individuals of
different states, it was generally supposed that the general customary rules of merchants would
apply. By contrast, where the exchange took place between individuals of the same state, it
was generally understood that local law and custom would control, which might differ from
general customary law. Indeed, Swift v. Tyson turned on the question of the negotiability of a
bill drawn in Maine and accepted in New York, giving it an interstate character from the outset.
As a result, Swift was entitled to rely on the fact that the general principles of the commercial
world (i.e., the law merchant) would apply to govern disputes over the negotiability of the note,
rather than the parochial rules of New York. Popularly-elected state judges consistently acted
to deny the rights of out-of-state creditors; federal judges applying law merchant principles, by
contrast, were able to enforce these contracts reliably.
In addition, Justice Story’s opinion in Swift rests in part on the common law’s
distinction between the flexible concept of “precedent” that still prevailed in the nineteenth
century on one hand and the more rigid concept of stare decisis that emerged in the common
law in the twentieth century. Reminiscent of his English predecessors and contemporaries,
Story writes, “[I]t will hardly be contended, that the decisions of courts constitute laws. They
are, at most only evidence of what the laws are, and are not, of themselves, laws. They are
often re-examined, reversed and qualified by the courts themselves, whenever they are found to
be either defective, or ill-founded, or otherwise incorrect.”289 Judicial precedent does not
become fixed as “law,” therefore, unless it is enacted by the state legislature or has become so
well-established through time and widespread acceptance of its reasonableness and usefulness
that it is not likely to be overruled.290 It follows, therefore, that just as a subsequent state judge
could reconsider the decision of his predecessor, so too could a federal judge reconsider the
decision of a prior state judge. It was the reason of the rule, not its authority, that bound
subsequent judges.291
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Thus, Story's opinion does not rest in the belief that there is some "brooding
omnipresence in the sky" always and everywhere that awaits judicial interpretation.292 Rather,
his opinion rests on the traditional common law distinction that isolated judicial decisions do not
become binding principles of law until they have been tested repeatedly by courts and individual
actors. The best law is that which is tested and sifted through time by many judges. The failure
to grasp the essence of the opinion in Swift is thus more a reflection of the prejudices of
twentieth-century scholars than the naiveté of Justice Story.293
To the extent that there is any validity to the traditional criticism of Swift that it permitted
inefficient forum-shopping, these criticisms are clearly overstated. Erie itself was a case
involving strangers. Even if such stranger cases may give rise to pro-plaintiff legal doctrines, this
says nothing at all about whether interjurisdictional competition should be prohibited for
situations where the parties have a preexisting relationship.294 Even in modern society, many socalled “stranger” cases really aren’t. Most product liability cases arise from consensual
transactions. Moreover, there are likely to be preexisting relationships through insurance
companies and other institutions that turn seemingly stranger-based conflicts into semicontractual cases.295 Thus, even if were thought necessary to limit jurisdictional competition
where there is no preexisting relationship between the parties, this does not mean that such limits
should be imposed where the parties can explicitly or implicitly consent ex ante to particular
292
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jurisdictions. Indeed, as noted, Swift was developed in exactly this sort of case and was only
later extended to govern cases like the facts in Erie.296 One could easily distinguish cases like
Swift versus cases like Erie if so inclined.297
Erie effectively created a series of territorial monopolies for the production of common
law. In fact, unlike the polycentric nature of the traditional common law that constrained the
ability to use legal doctrine to transfer wealth, Erie creates the conditions for effective forum
shopping and for the production of pro-plaintiff rules. Thus, jurisdictions such as Alabama have
established themselves as providing pro-plaintiff legal regimes within their geographical
monopoly.298 It is the current regime of geographical monopolies and unlimited choice of forum
by plaintiffs that presents the real conditions for the development of pro-plaintiff legal rules.
Absent competition between court systems, there is little reason to believe that the common law
will evolve toward efficiency.
Nonetheless, a closer examination of the Swift regime suggests that the American
regime was not quite as robust as the English regime. Most crucially, it appears that the federal
courts in America did not act under quite as strong incentives to favor efficiency. First, they
were not paid on the cases that they heard. As a result, they possessed a much greater
incentive to shirk on their workload, which was eventually reflected in the massive backlogs of
cases that eventually piled up in the federal courts in the waning years of the Swift regime.299
Second, the faced no external constraints that forced them to adhere to norms of reciprocity in
adjudication. The law merchant, for instance, drew his authority from the commitment to
implement merchant custom. Ecclesiastical judges drew their authority from the commitment to
act in compliance with equity and church teaching. Federal judges under Swift faced no such
constraints. Thus, they had limited constraints and limited feedback on their decision-making.
Third, the courts erroneously expanded the logic of the case beyond its proper boundaries,
thereby allowing pernicious forum-shopping that tended to defeat legitimate expectations, rather
than the beneficial forum-shopping contemplated by Story and which prevailed for most of the
Nineteenth Century.
3.

Summary

The polycentric legal order of the common law’s institutional framework has been
crucially important in understanding the rise and fall of efficiency in the common law. As
Charles Rowley posits the dilemma, “Neither Hayek nor Posner has presented a convincing
explanation as to why, or through what mechanism, the judiciary should be supportive of the law
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of liberty or the law of efficiency in a largely monopolistic court bureaucracy such as that which
characterizes twentieth century Britain and the U.S.”300 During the formative era of the common
law, the common law courts were just one of many courts in which litigants could have their
claims heard. Each of these courts competed with one another for business, seeking to provide
speedy, fair, and effective justice. This competition among courts led to innovation and
incentives to provide efficient legal rules. Courts that attempted to turn the law into a
mechanism of wealth redistribution were confronted by the inability to coerce unwilling parties to
provide those wealth transfers. By contrast, the demise of polycentric law in England and the
United States has increased the incentives and opportunities for rent-seeking. Litigants have
limited ability to exit jurisdictions with inefficient legal regimes.
This historical inquiry also raises questions about Erie’s analysis of Swift. Erie and
recent scholars have focused only on the evils of forum shopping; few have focused on the
possible benefits of forum-shopping. Positive forum-shopping generated experimentation and
produced laws conducive to economic efficiency and private ordering. By allowing exit from
inefficient state regulation, Swift also created pressure for the production of efficient law and
constrained the production of efficient law. To be sure, some of this competition persists today
as a result of the ability to use choice-of-law clauses to exit a particular state’s inefficient legal
regime.301 But this ability to exit through choice-of-law is limited, most notably by the
requirement of some sort of geographic contacts. By contrast, under the Swift regime, federal
law and state law were operative within the same jurisdiction, greatly heightening the ability of
parties to exit and the competition to produce efficient law. To be sure, there were forumshopping evils, especially as Swift was expanded beyond its original scope. Nonetheless, by
eliminating all forum-shopping between state and federal court, Erie effectively through out the
proverbial baby with the bath-water, eliminating efficient as well as inefficient forum-shopping.
C.

Doctrinal Tendencies of the Common Law

A final factor that tended to promote the efficiency of the common law was that it was
traditionally understood as primarily a mechanism for private ordering. This bias was evidenced
in at least two important ways that impacts on efficiency and the vulnerability to rent-seeking.
First, the common law was primarily comprised of a system of default rules, rather than
mandatory rules. This allowed individuals the freedom to contract-around inefficient common
law rules and thereby to create their own wealth-enhancing rules. Second, the common law
provided great respect for custom that arose through voluntary individual interaction. By
enforcing contracts and customs, the common law reinforced the view that the purpose of the
law was to enable private ordering by essentially allowing the parties free rein to devise the rules
that would govern their transactions.
In many ways the arguments for the efficiency of custom and contract flow from a
common source, namely individuals designing their own rules to govern their affairs. Contractual
bargains represent express individual choice to arrange affairs in a given way. Custom
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represents implicit design and acquiescence of individuals in a pattern of affairs that emerges
spontaneously, but otherwise is similar to contract. Moreover, the analysis intertwines with the
previous arguments about weak precedent and polycentric law. As will be seen, the presence
of competition among legal systems forced courts to provide laws conducive to private ordering
and therefore rooted in custom. In turn, a custom-based legal system requires a legal system
grounded on weak precedent rather than stare decisis, so as to preserve the flexibility of
customary law.
1.

Default Rules and Contract

Common law rules historically tended to be default rules, rather than mandatory rules.
This meant that the parties could contract-around an inefficient common law rule, thereby
designing a more efficient rule to govern the transaction.302 The ability to contract-around
inefficient rules has many important implications for efficiency. First, it reduces the incentives for
parties to use the court system to try to obtain rules that redistribute wealth rather than promote
efficiency. Although the winner in a given case may gain a windfall from the promulgation of an
inefficient rule, this windfall will likely be a one-time-only boon. Parties can “exit” the inefficient
legal rule by contracting-around it, reallocating the risk to the party who is in the best position to
bear the risk.303 When combined with the traditional ability to exit an entire court regime
because of legal polycentrism, this ability to contract around inefficient rules substantially limited
the opportunities for rent-seeking litigation. Where the parties can contract-around an inefficient
rule there will be little incentive to seek inefficient rules or for judges to create such rules.
Forcing the parties to contract-around the inefficient rule, however, requires the use of real
economic resources that could otherwise be deployed to a higher-valued social use. The
inefficient rule creates deadweight social loss that could be avoided by the promulgation of a
more efficient legal rule. At the same time, the ability to contract-around the inefficient rule
reduces its usefulness as a mechanism for redistributing social wealth on an ongoing basis. Thus,
even if judges or interest groups seek to use the common law process to redistribute wealth, the
ability to contract-around inefficient rules generally makes the common law a very cumbersome
and inefficient mechanism for accomplishing the desired end.
Common law default rules also promote efficiency by enabling those with subjective or
idiosyncratic preferences to draft their own tailor-made rules for their particular situations.
Thus, even if the efficient rule is the rule that is preferred by most parties, there are other parties
who would prefer some alternative arrangement. These parties have a “subjective” valuation
that is distinct from the majority preferences.304 Freedom of contract allows these parties to
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design contractual arrangements that suit their purposes, while majoritarian default rules are
suitable for most contracting parties.305 Lord Mansfield’s views were illustrative, “If the parties
do not choose to contract according to the established rule, they are at liberty, as between
themselves, to vary it.”306 Allowing these parties to tailor-make their own rules further enhances
economic efficiency.
The modern common law system has eviscerated the ability of parties to contractaround inefficient rules, particularly as mandatory tort law rules have increasingly come to
squeeze out contract default rules in many areas of society and the economy. Traditionally, the
common law was conceived as a set of off-the-rack default rules that could be freely modified
by the mutual consent of contracting parties. The whole point of strict products liability, by
contrast, was to supplant this regime of default rules with a network of immutable rules that
parties were specifically forbidden to contract around. In particular, courts reconceived
contractual warranty cases as strict products liability cases. Thus, in Henningsen v. Bloomfield
Motors, Inc. the New Jersey Supreme Court rules that cases involving personal injury from
product use would no longer be governed by warranty law, even though warranty law had
controlled such actions for 100 years. The New Jersey Supreme Court believed product
warranties as tools for exploiting consumers and denied such warranties any future effect.307
The replacement of default warranty rules with immutable tort rules was advanced with
Greenman v. Yuba Power Products, Inc. In Greenman, Chief Justice Roger Traynor
articulated the standard of strict tort liability for personal injuries caused by products. Traynor
rejected the idea that “helpless consumers” could freely bargain about warranty terms.
Moreover, strict liability for manufacturers would provide insurance to injured victims who might
not otherwise be covered by insurance. By contrast, Traynor argued, manufacturers were
uniformly in a better position to control the risk of product defects and could obtain insurance,
the cost of which could be spread among numerous other consumers. Finally, the revolution
was complete in 1964 when the prestigious American Law Institute adopted the strict liability
standard in the Restatement (Second) of Torts, section 402A.
This inability to contract around rules has also imposed a forced uniformity on implied
contractual terms, making it virtually impossible for idiosyncratic bargainers to contract around
the rule. For instance, parties who place a high subjective value on a particular term or activity
may simply be unable to acquire that product at any price because of the inability to make a
binding contractual waiver of liability. This is the case even if the individual is knowingly
assuming the risk of some particular activity. Thus, there is additional social loss in the form of
the opportunity cost of foregone value-creating transfers that would otherwise be executed in
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the presence of greater contractual freedom. 308 At the very least, the difficulty of drafting a
contractual waiver of liability will substantially increase the cost of entering into a contract to
partake of the activity. Not only will it be expensive to draft an adequate contractual waiver of
liability, but these difficulties will tend to reduce the number of suppliers of the product, raising
the costs of finding a trading partner.
Uniformity has its costs. Consider, for instance, the recent debate over requiring air
bags in cars. For many years plaintiffs lawyers, most notably Ralph Nader, argued that the
failure to install air bags in cars should be per se evidence of a design defect in cars. Finally,
these efforts resulted in federal regulation requiring the installation of air bags. It soon became
apparent, however, that air bags were not uniformly a safety-increasing innovation. The speed
at which the air bags inflated proved to be dangerous to many children and smaller adults. As a
result, the one-size-fits all approach to safety implemented by the requirement of mandatory air
bags arguably ended being more dangerous overall than a contractual regime of allowing
consumer choice in air bags.309 America’s tort law system is resolving this tension in its
inimitable way – by suing automobile manufacturers in some cases for not installing airbags and
in other cases for injuries caused by airbag deployment.310 Punitive damages were requested in
both cases.
The episode with air bags illustrates the dangers of one-size-fits-all thinking about safety
and the value of freedom of contract for the minority of purchasers who may have different
preferences or circumstances from the majority. By making it impossible to contract-out of this
regime, one-size-fits-all tort law strangled the dynamic process of the common law that allowed
for change and evolution in response to the needs of those governed by it. This dynamic regime
was changed to a regime where all further changes would be required to go through judicial
gate-keeping, thereby defeating the private ordering purpose of contract law. As Richard
Epstein observes, through this process of tort law uniformity, “The system of product liability
was stripped of its powers of self-correction. In essence, Henningsen, Greenman, and the
Restatement (Second) of torts reserved to the courts a legal monopoly to fashion the relevant
terms and conditions on which all products should be sold in all relevant markets.” He
continues, “The centralization of power has the same consequences here that it had in other
areas of government regulation. It leads to a legal regime that is unresponsive to changes in
demand or technology. The judicial standard form becomes a Procrustean bed into which all
private transactions have to fit at their peril.”311 The once-flowing river of the common law that
“works itself pure” has been replaced by a stagnant pool of judicially-imposed uniformity.
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2.

Custom

Traditionally the common law tended to enhance efficiency through its heavy reliance on
custom and traditions, sifted by judicial reason, as sources of legal principles.312 Customs that
evolve over long periods of time through decentralized, voluntary, and inclusive institutional
processes will usually be the source of sound legal principles. Customs that arise spontaneously
through the voluntary interactions of many individuals over long periods of time will be subject to
testing, feedback, and voluntary acceptance. Such customs have survived testing across the
generations as well as by many people within a given community. They have stood the test of
time and consensus and persons in a given community have incorporated those customs into
their expectations and behaviors. Thus, there is reason to believe that customs that have
survived this process of selection have embedded within them a certain tacit and unarticulated
wisdom.313 As the Ninth Circuit observed in Hall, "The common law, at its core, was a
reflection of custom, and custom had a built-in flexibility that allowed it to change with
circumstance."314
Customary law is likely to be most reliable in situations where parties interact in a series
of multiple, reciprocal arrangements and disputes.315 In this evolutionary setting, custom is
comparable to a contract. As with explicit contractual bargaining, where all parties are aware of
a custom and participate in its development, there is reason to believe that the custom reflects
consent, consensus, and the basis of individual expectations. Reciprocity makes it likely that
any particular party will not always be on the same side in any given dispute, making that party
more likely to favor a rule that favors efficiency overall rather than systematically favoring either
plaintiffs or defendants. Repeat interactions makes it likely that over time the party will, in fact,
be on both sides of the transaction over time, as well as reducing the likelihood that any
particular interaction will be the final one. Thus, the history of the law merchant is accurately
identified as a particularly fortuitous institutional arrangement for the generation of efficient legal
rules.316 Blackstone singled out the customs of merchants as an especially important area of
312
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customary law.317
interactions.318

But relations of reciprocity characterize many social and economic

Customs and traditions that arise spontaneously from decentralized and repeated
voluntary interactions will also tend to be relatively well-protected from public choice pressures
from well-organized special interests.319 For special interests to succeed in the task of using law
to redistribute wealth to themselves, they require some point of pressure or leverage where they
can compel other individuals to surrender wealth to them. Customs, however, arise
spontaneously from the decentralized and voluntary interactions of many autonomous
individuals. Unlike the positivist model that requires a sovereign issuing “top-down” commands,
customary law offers a “bottom-up” process as legal rules emerge from the expectations and
agreements generated by voluntary agreement and interaction.320 Thus, there is no point of
leverage on which a special interest can press to change the custom in the preferred manner.
Moreover, because custom is fluid, attempts to change one element of a customary relationship
will tend to be counteracted by other changes. By its very nature, therefore, custom will tend to
be highly resilient and highly protected from public choice pressures. Because the common law
traditionally was rooted deeply in the soil of custom, the common law was similarly resistant to
interest-group pressures.321
Again, the reliance on custom went hand-in-hand with the polycentric legal order and
weak precedent that characterized the common law. The flexibility and ability of custom to
change and adapt over time made it unwise to try to hem-in legal change through strict rules of
precedent. Moreover, given the choice, parties would have been expected to favor the
application of well-established and widely-shared customary practices to resolve their disputes,
rather than the formal and alien concepts of the common law. Thus, the heavy reliance on
custom in judicial decision-making was in large part a reflection of the fact that this preference
was shared by the litigants themselves.
Traditional common law theorists recognized that custom and contract are both rooted
in the wellspring of individual consent. In turn, this reliance on individual consent reinforced both
the idea of the common law s a spontaneous order as well as the notion of the common law as a
mechanism for private ordering. Thus, John Selden, one of the most influential common law
theorists placed heavy reliance on the importance of consensual obligations as the foundation for
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the moral authority of the law.322 Selden believed that the most important rule of natural law
was the absolute obligation of complying with one’s contracts, both divine and with humans.323
He also saw the obligations of customary law as having binding force, as he saw customary law
as essentially consensual in nature.324 Mansfield also recognized the customary basis of
commercial transactions.325
The American experience again was similar. As Bridwell and Whitten observe, the
defining characteristic of the federal court's commercial law jurisprudence under Swift v. Tyson
was their willingness to rely on commercial custom to decide cases. State regulation often
sought to further some defined public goal, whether for the public good or to benefit discrete
special interests. By contrast, the federal courts deferred to the expectations of the parties
under the contract, seeking to "discover" their intent and expectations. "[C]ommercial law was .
. . customary law."326 Indeed, the customary basis of law reinforced the federal court's authority
over commercial law, "Under this view of the commercial law as custom, the function of the
diversity jurisdiction in commercial cases should be apparent. In a customary law system in
which the purpose of a grant of subject matter jurisdiction is to protect nonresidents from local
bias, the intentions and expectations of the parties to every dispute had to be determined by a
tribunal independent of the apprehended local prejudice."327 Commercial custom was universal
and consistent, thus the federal courts were the appropriate place to implement this uniformity.
The role of custom in the modern law has been greatly reduced. Traditionally courts
were highly deferential toward custom. Custom, embedded in a network of private contract
and a market, was seen as a powerful information-transmission and consent-ratifying institution.
Custom was seen as an offshoot of contract, a collection of tacit understandings and agreements
that implicitly allocated the parties’ respective rights and obligations. But during the liability
revolution of recent decades, custom has come to be viewed with the same jaundiced eye as
freedom of contract, and as contract came under increasing attack, so did custom. 328 Rather
than being a source of consent and tacit wisdom, custom increasingly was seen as a cartel-like
mechanism for tortfeasors to foreclose recoveries by plaintiffs. Custom, it was suggested, did
not arise spontaneously through voluntary interaction. Rather it was “created” by manufacturers
and especially medical professionals and then “imposed” upon powerless and uninformed
buyers. Thus, consumers were not really involved in the evolution of the custom and to the
extent they appeared to be, their involvement was poorly-informed. As with contractual
limitations on liability, therefore, it was essential for judges to intervene to second-guess the
results of custom. Thus, custom has gradually moved away from being a per se defense
regarding the reasonableness of precautions, becoming instead mere evidence of
reasonableness.329 Thus, some form of cost-benefit analysis is the prevailing standard, “leaving
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custom with a subordinate role in the overall analysis.”330 Although the roots of this transition
lay in several cases in the early-twentieth century, compliance with custom remained a per se
defense against liability in most jurisdictions during most of the twentieth century. In part, the
durability of the defense may have resulted from the fact that “courts saw it as providing a
salutary ‘policy’ check on potentially vast liability.”331 During the 1960s and 1970s, however,
the evidentiary rule governing custom gradually came to supplant the rule of treating compliance
custom as a per se defense. Thus, the role of custom in tort law was diminished during the era
of the liability revolution.
More fundamentally, modern lawyers and judges reject the notion that legal rules should
be driven by custom and the spontaneously-generated practices of merchants, consumers, and
private actors. Instead, the purpose of law is believed to be to satisfy articulated social goals,
whether economic, social, or moral. Whereas the law previously was understood as purposeindependent inputs into individual action and the coordination of individual plans, today it is
more accurate to see individual action and behavior as means to the accomplishment of
prescribed social goals that the law is designed to accomplish. With this has come the belief
that custom is valuable only if it serves some larger social goal beyond the coordination of the
affairs of private individuals. As a result, law results from political struggle rather than the
customs that emerge from private action.332
D.

Summary

For purposes of exposition, the foregoing discussion has distinguished between various
different elements of the historical institutional structure of the common law that contributed to its
propensity to generate efficient rules. But it should be stressed that each of these elements was
closely intertwined with one another and that they all contributed to the formation of a legal
system that was quite distinct from the modern common law system. As noted, the practice of
weak precedent prevailed during an era of a polycentric legal order and spontaneous order
vision of the law predominated. Reflection demonstrates the interconnections between these
elements.333 A fully mature doctrine of stare decisis requires a formalized and hierarchical legal
system, both to enforce vertical stare decisis through the enforcement by higher courts can be
enforced against lower courts in the hierarchy as well as horizontal stare decisis, the
requirement that later courts follow the rulings of today’s courts. Stare decisis cannot exist
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without a hierarchical court structure.334 For instance, assume that the common pleas laid down
a ruling. This case would not be binding on any other court in the system, such as ecclesiastical
courts, law merchant, or the like. Similarly, the ruling of the common pleas would not be
enforceable in the future in these other courts. In short, stare decisis of the modern type cannot
exist in a polycentric legal order. Absent a developed concept of stare decisis, judges naturally
gravitated toward a spontaneous order notion of law, looking for the concepts and logic in the
law, rather than the authority of decided case.
Moreover, it is almost certainly no coincidence that the hardened notion of stare decisis
emerged contemporaneously with the enactment of the Judicature Act of 1873 and the
Appellate Jurisdiction Act of 1876.335 These laws ended the polycentric legal order that had
prevailed in England for some 600 years, uniting the common law courts and Chancery courts
under one hierarchical umbrella. The creation of a hierarchical legal system also made possible
for the first time a coherent application of the strict doctrine of stare decisis. In turn, this
necessitated the creation of a formalized system of case reporting that stressed the decisions of
judges and holdings in their cases, rather than the style of the Year Books. In turn, this
motivated the intellectual revolution that moved from the spontaneous order or “declaratory”
theory of law to a more positivist conception of the law. This also for the first time generated
the contention that stare decisis was needed to constrain judges from overstepping their proper
bounds. Absent stare decisis, it was feared, judges would use their power to impose their
preferences on society. As noted, this concern was traditionally ameliorated by the fact that
judges only had persuasive law-making authority because parties could choose to have their
case heard in rival jurisdictions. The creation of a hierarchical legal system, however, enabled
judges to issue rulings and then compel their enforcement on both current and future parties.
This new and vast grant of power to judges raised concerns of judicial lawlessness, thereby
putting greater weight on the importance of stare decisis in constraining judges.
In the United States a similar force was at work. Swift v. Tyson rested on an
institutional foundation that many parties could seek relief in either state or federal courts, each
of which developed its own legal system. The intellectual foundation for this system was the
notion that the law was a spontaneous order, not a set of isolated cases. Thus, Swift v. Tyson
also adopted the traditional weaker view of precedent of the earlier English era. By contrast,
the overruling of Swift by Erie caused both an institutional and intellectual revolution. Erie not
only required the abandonment of competing legal systems, but also carried with it the positivist
notion that legal cases are themselves the law in the same way as discrete statutory enactments
of state legislatures. Thus, the declaratory theory of law became untenable as well.
IV.

Conclusion
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Until the mid-Nineteenth century, the institutional and intellectual structure of the
common law was very different from its modern form. Nor is this merely historical pedantry,
because it was during this period that the essence of the common law was formed. In
particular, the doctrines of the common law that were later recognized as the pro-efficiency
doctrines, were laid down during this period. But they were laid down in a variety of different
courts and were only later absorbed into the common law. Subsequent changes undermined the
institutional framework that had supported the development of efficiency-enhancing common
law rules. These institutional changes provided a necessary condition for the later deviation of
the common law process away from efficiency and toward rent-seeking rules.
Paul Rubin's model of efficiency and inefficiency relies on assumptions of the presence
of strong precedent (stare decisis) that bind later courts through time, strong court hierarchies
that allow superior courts to bind inferior courts and thereby prevent litigant exit, restrictions on
contracting-around inefficient rules, and finally, an emphasis on judicial decision-making as the
primary source of law rather than custom. Without the presence of these factors, litigants will
find it futile to manipulate the evolutionary path of the law because of the inability to maintain the
wealth-enhancing rule through time or because of the inability to coerce unwilling parties to
subject themselves to the rule. During the formative period of the common law, each of these
four factors tended toward the production of economic efficiency. By contrast, in the past
century, each of these factors has changed, increasing the incentives for rent-seeking litigation
and limiting the ability of other parties to escape the reach of these rules through exit or choice.
Thus, these supply-side changes were a necessary condition before Rubin's demand-side model
could operate.
George Priest's model of legal evolution also rests on changes in the supply-side of the
equation. Priest attributes the rising inefficiency of the common law in recent decades to the
pursuit by judges of ideological and redistributive policy preferences. As this paper has
demonstrated, for this to occur it first is necessary to have an institutional framework that
permits high agency costs for judges such that they can pursue their personal preferences rather
than serving the needs of the parties. The historic system of weak precedent, a polycentric legal
order, freedom of contract, and customary law insured that judges would be unable to pursue
their personal preferences at the expense of the public. As these factors changed over time,
however, the legal system became more vulnerable to being directed by judges' ideological
preferences, thereby creating opportunities for greater judicial control over the path of the law.
Understanding the efficiency and inefficiency of the common law, therefore, requires an
understanding of the supply-side of common law rule-making. Examining the demand side
alone will be insufficient to fully understand the evolutionary process. This paper has provided a
model to explain both why the early common law tended toward the production of efficient
rules, as well as why the modern common law has increasingly tended toward the production of
inefficient rules.
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